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CHAPTER I 

IlITRODUCTION 

Psychological Ecology and Psychology 

This is a. study in psychological ecology. Basic concepts and 

methods used in the study have been introduced and developed by 

Roger G. Barker and Herbert F. Wright at the University of Kansas, This 

introductory chapter about psychological ecology and methods of the 

present research is abstracted from a series of publications by these 

authors and their associates of the Midwest Social Psychology Field 

Station (3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 19, 20, 21, 22), 

The ·term ecology comes from a Greek word meanin~ home or homeland. 

In the biological sciences, ecology- refers to the study of the relations 

between the homelands or habitats of.plants and animals and their func-

tions, structures, and pcpulation characteristics. The v10rk of the Mid-. . 

west Social Psychology Field Station is a psychological analogue of this 

conception of ecology, It is.concerned with the psychological habitats 

of Midwest children and with the structure, dynamics, and content of their 

behavior in these habitats. 

Psychology has been predominan~ly an experimental science. The first 

psychologists vrere experimenters who worked in laboratories. The descrip-

t~ve, natural histoey, ecological phase of science, so strongly represented 

in the biologit):al sciences, in sociology, in anthropology, in the earth 

sciences, and in astronomy- has had virtually no counterpart in psychology-. 

This has left a serious gap in psychological knmvledge. We lmow how 

p~opl.e.behave under the conditions of experiments and clinical procedures, 
, 

but-we know little about the distribution of these conditions outside of 

laboratories and clinics. 



It is different in other sciences. Geologists, biologists, chemists, 

and physicists knm-1 in considerable detail about the distribution in 

nature of the materials and processes with which they deal. Ohemi:.ts 

know something about the laws governing the interaction of oxygen and 

hydrogen, and_ they also know how these elements are distributed in nature. 

Entomologists know the biological vectors of malaria, and they also know 

about the occurrence of these vectors over tho earth. Sociologists and 

cultural anthropoiogista have learned a great deal about the distribution . ,.. 1 · ' 

of their variables in nature. But psychologists !mow little more than lay-

men about the frequency and degree of occurrence- of their basic phenomena 

in the lives of men--or deprivation, of hostility, of freedom, of friend-

liness, of social pressure, of rewards and punishments. Although we have 
I 

daily records of the behavior of volcanoes, of the tides, of ·sun spots, 

and of rats and monkeys, there have been £aw scientific records of how a 

human mother cared for her young, hOYr a particular teacher behaved in the 

classroom and how the children responded, what a i'amil,1' actually did and 

said during a mealtime, or how any boy lived his life from the t:ur.o ho 

m1oke in the morning until he went to sleep at night. Because we lack 

such records, we can only speculate on many important questionsz 

V/hat changes have occurred over the generations in the way children 
are reared and in the way they behave? · 

How does life differ for children in large and small families? 

How frequently is success achieved in everyday life and ·what are 
its consequences for subsequent behavior? 

How, in psychological terms, does .life dii'i'er for rural, .town, and 
urban families? · 

Are American children disciplined differently from English and French 
children? If so, does this affect the national character of Amer-
icans, Englishmen, and Frenchmen? 
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Before we can answer these kinds of questions about behavior and the 

development of personality and character, we· must know more than the 

experi.Ioontally established laws of behavior, We mu.st lmolv how the rel-

evant psychological conditions are distributed among men. 

Moreover, the lack or field data limits the discovery of some of 

the laws of behavior. It is often impossible to ~reate in the labora-

tory the frequency, the,duration, the scope, the complexity-, and the 

magnitude of some conditions that it is important to investigate. In 

this, psychology has much in common with meteorology. Some or the 

principles or the whirlwind and the thunde~bolt can be. studied in the 

laboratory, but to extend the curves into the high values, and to 

include all complicating factors~ it is necessary togo out to the 
: .,..-,/ 

western plains. In principle, the,same is true in psychology·for : ·. . , t 
studies of conditions which are frequent in da1.ly life bu'.f; which are 

. I 
difficult to create experimentally. •This should not be discouraging. 

i 
Experi~£nts in nature are occurring ever1 day. Psychologistslneed only 

the techniques and facilities to take_ advantage of them. Public health 

scientists have long uaed -naturally occurring dif!erences in sanitation., 

population characteristics, a~d nutrition to test hypotheses regarding 

the etiology of health and disease. Astronomers., agronomists, geologists, 

paleontologists, and anthropologists regularly test basic scientific 

theories in naturally occurring situations. From a consideration of the 

great theoretical advances made by these so-called descriptive sciences, 

it would appear reasonable to hope that similar advances can be made in 

psychology by field studies. In leaving out ecological methods, 

psychology has almost completely omitted a basic scientific procedure that 
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is essential if some fundarrie\ital · probler,1s of human behavior are to be 

solved. 

The Midwest !t'ield 'Station was established with the hope that a 

'station :for making ecological· ·studies of human behavior and its natural, 

psychological habitat would contribute similarly to the solution or 
practical and theoretical problems of psychology. 

Ecological Methods Basic to thi.s Study 

.Of the various procedures developed and used at the Midwest Station, 

three are.used exten~ively in the present investigation, These three, 

The Speci.men Record, Episoding, and the Behavior Settings· Survey··are 

described below. 

The Specimen Record 

The specimen record is a detailed, sequential, narrative of a long 

segment of~ child's naturally- occurring behavior and situation as seen . \ . . .. t 
by sk5.lled '.observers. It describes in concrete_ detail the stream of the . -~· 
child1 s beh:avior and psychological habitat. In its most ex~ensive form, 
the speci.'lleri record covers a dayt_s activities. Such a recof~ is made by 

. : ; ·.: 

a team of 7 to 9 observers taking turns throughout the day. The report 
··- ·• 

usually covers 300 or more typed ,pages, The process of collecting . '; . } ' . 

specimen records has been discussed in detail elsewhere (19). 

1- Episodirig · 

The process of dividing the behavior continuum represented in a . .. . . . ' . ' 

specimen re~ord into psychologically meaningful parts is a problem which 

has occupied an. important place in the 1.lidwest research.·· Since the 

process of e·pisoding specimen :records is the· foundation- _upon which the 
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present study of behavior· structure is built,. thi's method will be con-

sidered in some detail..: 

Episoding is the process of dividing a specimen record of behavior 

into action-nnd-si tua.tion units called episodes-.. There ,vill be presented 

here as means to the explication of this process (l) the primary criteria 

for the discrimination of episodes., (2) an illustrative, episoded excerpt 

from a specimen record,,and (3) data relevant to the problem of the re-

liability of episoding. 

Primary Criteria of Episodes 

The first qriterion· of an episode derives from a princ:l.pal character-

istic of molar behavior, directedness. It provides that the behavior 

from the beginning to the end of an episode is constant.in direction. 

Constant direction refers to the fact that all parts of the action in an 

episode appear to carry the person toward a particular behavioral end. 

An episode of behavior is seeh by observers to be aimed at;; directed . 1 
toward, or converging upon a ;special behavioral resultant. This criterion 

l 
means that for every change ip the direction of behavior a change in 

. . . 
episode occurs. Muenzinger (P-7) has made direction constancy the most 

essential feature of a start-:end unit, which has other features in commm 

with an episode. The directional characteristic of behavior bas been 

noted by many writers-. Several marks of directednass as a· property of 

behavior are listed below., each with a psychologist who has advocated it. 

1. Action persists in the absence of instigating conditions 
(McDougalls 16). 

2. Change in position toward a part of the environment is renewed 
after forced digression or delay (McDougall: 16). 

3• "Preparatory adjustments" appropriate to imminent situational 
change, toward which the observed action contributes., accompany 
the action (McDougall: 16). 
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4. Sustained locomotion is abruptly discontinued after an end, 

provisionally identified by the observer, has been reacheJ 
(McDougall: 16) • 

5. Action between observable beginning and. end points snows 
continuity (Koehler: 11). 

6. Action between beginning and end points follows the shortest 
available path (Wheeler: 18; Ada.ms: 1). 

7. Variance in behavior is concordant with variance in the position 
of an environmental object (Baldwin: 2). 

All of these indices are available alike to observers and to 

analysts of molar behavior and its conditions • .Although they are not 

necessarily used in episoding in an intentional ard systematic way, it 

is asswned that these and probably other,equally important signs of 

behavioral direction.are used almost ine~itably, both as evidence that 

an action by a person is in progress and as a means of telling one actim 

from another, in common social intercourse and similarly in dividing a 

specimen record. The point is that these indicators establish the 

empirical m~nageability of direction as an attribute of molar behavior 
t 

units. 

Notion'.s that have been particularly useful for the determination of 

both constancy s.nd change in direction are those of present position, 

change~ position, and terminal intended position. Synonyms of terminal 

intended position are goal and~• The episoder continual]¥ looks ahead 

to diagnose the end or the position intended from the present position of 

the person. Once a particular end has been fixed, all behavior·seen to 

bring the person nearer to it is considered to lie in the same direction. 

The observed progress can bo great or small or in the limiting case it can 

be zero. Also, a change in position can occur when there is no observable 

movement in physical space. The porson can move in a social sphere of 



action; as when a child speaks a piece, or in an intellectual sphere, as 

when a child solves·• a mathematical problem. 

The behavior theory from which the episode stems is that.an action 

changes the position of the person on a path in a space formed by a 

situation; tho person locomotes on this path to.or toward a sought end, 

a new~ ,intended position .. tThe test., then, of ·whether a particular action 

proceeds at a given moment in the same .direction as a preceding, simu-

ltaneous, or' subsequent one is this: Does the action carry the person 

nearer to the end diagnosed for any one of the compared actions? If -it 

does not, its direction is different and the uniqueness or the action 

is established. Tvro processes in episoding are implied here~ The first 

consists in diagnosing the end toward which the ;person is moving; and • the 

second consists in judging whether the «movement" brings.the person nearer 

to that end. The total process is clearly circular. The new position-is 

determined f'rom-,the behavior of the person and the direction of the behavior 

is determined from its relation to the new position. In reality, however, 

the required judgments usually are not analytical. The direction of the 

behavior in relation to the new position and vice versa generally- are 

immediately apprehended; the unity of the action in an episode generally 

is perceived almost as immediately as the unity of a visual form or·an 

auditory pattern. 

, In using the pre~ent criterion, it is important to recognize that 

direction is a genotypic factor in behavior which can be clothed in diverse 

phenotypes; there are no behavioral specifics for either constancy or 

change in this behavior factor. One must also recognize that direction 

refers to an attribute of behavior a:s. it is for the behaving person. This 

means that the observation. of its constancy or change must always be 

tentative. One continually tests such observation in dai'.cy' life by question-
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ing the other f;)erson or by trying out various responses which prove m~re 

or less conclusively what the other person ~s "driving at" or aiming to 

get done. A similar experimental approach must be followed in the 

episoding o.f a record. The same tests cannot be literally applied. Yet 

somewhat equivalent hypothetical tests are possible. Tho major require~ 

ment of episoding from the standpoint of the direction guide,- however., is 

considered to be a mastery of the genotype and wide familiarity :with its 

differing manifestations. 

The second primary criterion of an episode concerns its size. It 

states that an episode falls within the normal behavior perspective of ~he 

person which means that the episode occurs within the -span of attention 

or clear perception l;>y the person of his own behavior-in-progress, In the 

ordinary course of living., episodes are among the features of behav:tor. 

which peop~ see •. Neither instruments nor inferences are nee.ded to discem 

them. Beha;Vior episodes are analogous to physical objects which can be 

seen with 'the "naked eye~'! They are the common "things" of behaviorJ 'they 

correspond to the stone~, chairs., and buildings of the physical world, An 

episode of behavior., as defined in this research., ispercei~ed,without 

instruments or elaborate analyzing and synthesizing behavior by both the 

behaving·person., himself., and by those who view his behavior "from the out-

side~'' In both cases., behavior episodes are within the ordinary behavior 

perspective of normally sensitive persons. 

The maximum behavior perspective is achieved only by special techniques, 

as in cases of "insight" under clinical direction, This does not mean that 

the normal behavior perspective is rigidly fixed,. It-varies instead·i'rom 

moment to moment., although its limits appear to be, quite sharply do;f'ined·. 

The behavior units out,ide this range are real and legitimate, They are 



left ·out of. direct _account in episoding, however, for the reason that, by 

definition, a behavior unit which £alls-outside the perspective by the 

person on his own behavior is not an episode. Considered as a device of 

the present method, the behavior perspective is an aperture past which the 

continuum of action by a person must pass and through which one can see 
episodes of behavior. This perceptual coordinate, in other words, is,a 

range finder. One oan .. use it to say how •big episodes are, to identify 

units of the prescribed size, and to exclude those which are either larger 

or smaller. On the other hand, it SoYS nothing about the essential nature 

of an episode. _Mor should it be taken to imply that episodes have only an 

heuri~tic, perceptual significance. An episode rather is a natural unit 

of action and situa.t:ton with e.n integrity which depends first upon its 

dynamical and structural properties. 

In the practical application of this criterion, it is recognized that 

the behavior perspective of a person, li~e· the direction of his behavior, 

is defined in terms of what exists for the person which means that, like 

direction, it cannot be observed directly. Mo observer can pretend to get 

into private worlds i.11 using this or a.ey other test for an ~pisode. Yet 

certain marks of action limits are perceived no better by the person than 

by an·. observer. The observer sees fr9m. the _outside what the person sees• 

fr;:,.,; ti-. .. :hwide. The .result. is that ;;s. ull are able to detect:. in the 

continuing behavior of our associates, units that evidently match well their 

behavior·perspectives. Even children are remarkably sensitive to the in-

tended boundary lines between the actions of their mothers, fathers, and 

teachers; children of five and six years know rather wall, many exceptions 
' . 

to the contrary .notwithstanding,. vrhon to break in or hold back on occasions 

't,hen adults are interm;; ttontly busy. 
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Persons could not hope to get on well with others without ability to 

discriminate their intended actions. We have to know with a good deal of 

precision when the things our associates do and mean to do begin and end. 

This ability seems as indispensable to our social relations as object 

discrimination to our nonsocial relations. Wlthout it., to say the least, 

we and others ,"Tould be continually interrupting one another. But this 

does not hold; others do not generally cut in on our actions as we see them; 

nor do they complain generally of the reverse. On the other hand, persons 

do not commonly see in the daily lives of their associates long trains of 

behavior which encompass lesser actions that differ in direction. It is 

only when one deliberately adopts the characteristic orientation of the 

psychiatrist., the counselor, or the biographer that thi~ happens. 

The third primary criterion of an episode refers to the potency 

relationship of part to whole within the total episode tinit. It provides 

that an episode as a whole bas greater potency tha'1 any of its parts. 

Episodes are sometimes undivided, single-molar-unit events, as when 

a child only says 11Yes" or flNo" to a question. !Jore often than not, how .. 

ever, an episode is divided into consecutive parts. These parts of the 

total episode are all lesser action-and-situation U.'1its. It holds, for 

every divided episode, moreover, that· the person is "involved in" one of 

its part units or another at every moment while he is involved in the whole. 

The whole and the part coexist as units with some degree of independence, 

with each part both an action and a minor, dependent, included situation. 

As a subordinate comple~, every part unit of an episode makes a 

greater or lesser contribution 'l"1hile it is in progress to the whole o.f 

the ongoing behavior; each, compared with the whole, has a greater or lesser 

degree of importance for the total behavior of the nerson. °In the con-
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ceptual language of Lewin (1;), every.part, relative to the whole, has 

a greater or lesser degree of potency or-weight. The potencies of the 

whole unit and DilY' part unit are by definition relative to one another, 

so that, when the weight of _either goes up, that of the other goes dmm. 

An important feature of this relationship.is that the relative weights of 

part and ·whole can differ from one segment of an opisod~ to another. Tm 
third primary criterion .of an episode states that the potency of the whole 

E::pl~o,~c, r11ust 'always be superior to that of any of its parts. 

From this it follows that, if any-part unit of a behavior sequence 

with a constant direction either exceeds or equals the ~hole in potency, 

that unit becomes a separate episode. The basic rationale of the prin-

ciple is that ~-;hen a part unit in the stream of behavior does eqnal or 

exceed in potency an including whole unit, established as such by con-

stancy·in behavioral direction, it takes precedence over the whole in the 

behavior perspective of the person and in the total dynamics of the 

continuing behavior. 

In the application of this criterion during the episoding process, 

indicators of high potency which have been found useful are ,(1) wide 

involvement of motor, verbal, and other bohavi~r mechanisms, (2) in-

difference to P?tentially distracting- conditions, and (3) high energy level 

of the behavior. Additionally, certain factors in the situation of the 

child a.re associated v!ith high potency. These include (l) high re-

sistance or obstruction and (2) strong interpersonal stimulation. 

Episoded Excerpt from a Specimen Reco~ 

In order to illustrate briefly the analytical process described above, 

a short excerpt from an episoded specil'ilell record is reproduced below and 

supplemented by references to ·the criteri.a of episodes. This excerpt is 
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taken from a day record on Dutton (Chuck) Thurston. The sequence. begins 

at 7:32 in the evening on November 3, 19.50, in the back yard of the 

Thurston home, where Chuck is nitting on the hood of a truck, 11hile his 

father stands nearby. 

7:32 The father called good-naturedly, 

"Corne on, Chuck. Come along, boy." 

Chuck jumped down easily nnd quickly. 

He trotted a few steps ahead of his father. 

Mr. Thurst,on caught up at the back door 

pf the house. There he said briskly, 

as he opened the door, 11Come on; let 1s 

get inside. 11 

Chuck bounded into the house. 

Re walked quickly through the kitchen and 

dining room into the living room, where 

-----------his mother sat resting on a couch. 

He started to peel off his jacket. 

At the same time, he remarked com-

Pa.nionably to his mother, 11It's cold 

outside. It's really cold out there". 

He said this in a very adult way. 

Only smiling pleasantly, his mother 

----------seemed to take it tha.t .way., . 
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7:33 Chuck pulled his jacket down from 

his shoulders; but it stayed on because 

the sleeves jammed against the bulky 

gloves he was wearing .• 

Chuck demanded of no one in particular, 

"Mittens offt" 

His mother said nothing and made no move 

to help. 

Chuck resolutely walked over to his motherr. 

Standing before her with his coat sagging., 

he soberly held out his hands. 

The mother reached over toward him. 

· Then, while he helped by pulling back a 

~--------little, she tugged off his gloves. 

Chuck wriggled on out of his coat, letting 
I 
L-·····-•·····-·--------it drop where he stood• 

His mother said firmly, "Chuck, put,your 
•. '., 

hat and coat m-ray." 

He just stood there. 



Chuck asked, looking impish, nshall I get 

the ruler·, Uor.mie?" 

Earlier in the day Chuck had refused 

to put away his wraps, whereupon his 

mother ha.d said threateningly, 11Now~ 

where is Jcy" ruler?" So, in asking now 

if he should get the ruler, Chuck 

evidently was just beating his mother 

to the draw. 

Ohuclc did not press the question about the 

ruler. Before his mother could answer it, 

he picked up his hat and coat •. 

Then he carried the wraps into .tho bedroom. 

He was smiling. 

i L.. .... .-.• ________ . ________ ue returned to the living· room at once. 

The direction criterion is exemplified b7 the judgment that, so long 

as he behaved in the episode, Going Inside, Chuck was engaging without a 

break in the action which took him from a starting position-outdoors, on 

truck, near father-to a new position, j,nside the house, which he had 

intended to reach from the s}arting position. It is exemplified also 

by the judgment that,· when Chuck began to take off his wraps, his behavior 

took a new directional 11 fa1ck, •~ whereupon a new episode began; and so on 

through the marked units. 

Each or the episodes in this sequence of behavior illustrates·acti01 

which lfes within the behavior perspective of the person. In the judgment 



of the episoder, the behavioral end which ~ras most clearly in focus just 

after 7s32 for Chuck was to get inside the house. other smaller units, 

such as the steps he took in going inside, seem to 11 go off" without any 

concern on Chuck•s part. N~r is there any indication that what is marked 

as an episode, Going Inside, is in reality but a smaller included part of 

some longer unit such as "Having a good time with Father. 1!. The behavior 

~ight be so classified for some purposes but it was considered unlikely 

that Chuck saw it that way. After getting inside, Chuck begins a new 

episode; Taking off Wraps. At the same time, he remarks to his mother about 

the cold. This introduces a complication in episoding which will be con-

sidered in more detail in the next chapter. It is that the person can 

engage in more than one goal directed action at a given time. Vfueu this 

occurs, the episodes are said to ·overlap. In the excerpt., Taking off Wraps 

and Coin,"llenting on.Cold are overlapping episodes. 

Finally, ·the third primary briterion of an episode is illustrated by 

the episode Getting Mittens Off•' The action in this episode was con-

sidered to have the same direction as the action in Taking Off Wraps. But 

the episoder judged that,·while Chuck was involved with the,troublesome 

mittens, this lesser, included unit had at. least as much weight or potency 

as the whole of the larger, containing segment of behavior. Oetting Mittens 

.Q!! was therefore singled out as a separate episode. Units which are 

individuated in this way by superior part potency are called contained 

episodes. 

Before turning to a report of the reliability of episoding, it·should 

be stated explici.tly that the above presentation or the episoding process 

is only an outline of the most central ideas involved. A compreheusive 

discussion of this problem is beyond the scope of the present writing. A 



systematic formulation of the basic principles of episoding has already 

been published· (19) and a forthcoming publication (3) includes a 

consideration or many aspects of the problem. 

The Reliability of Episoding 

Most of the episoding of specimen records at the Field Station was 

done dur:i.ng one year by a team of five analysts which included a super-

visor who reviewed ell of the work by the other four. The supervisor 

made some changes in -the original episoding. Usually such changes were 

made only after consultation with the analyst concerned so that continuous 

training was provided. 

Throughout, application of the method has been supplemented by 

procedures to test its reliability. This report includes findings obtain-

ed by use of these procedures on fourteen day- records. 

Sections vaT1ing in length from 30 minutes to 90 minutes and covering. 

approximately- one-fourth of the subject's waldng time during the recorded 

day were marked off in each record. There were 50 sections in the total 

sample. These were chosen from different parts of the records to give 

variety in kinds of behavior and situation. 

Eight analysts were paired under a rotation scheme which minimized 

disproportionate teaming of any two persons. One of the fifty sections was 

assigned to every pair, each member of which independently divided into 

episodes a transcript of the sequence recorded in the section. Following 

work on a sequence, the members of every pair jointly compared.the 
. ' . . 

independently divided transcripts. Thoy recorded the titl~.:of every episode 

which either analyst had discriminated ani checked all instances of agree-

ment and disagreement. Agreement was credited whenever an episode marked 

by one analyst was essentially the same in span, content, and identifying 



participial: phrase as an- episode marked by the other. Differences in 

the marldng of units as isolated or overlapping were not scored_as 

disagreements. As. a rule, h,owever, where there was a.gree~ent _upon the 

identity of an episode, there also was agreement with respect to its 

. position~ Other characteristics or episodes were not consid!3red in the 

comparisons. 

For eacih of· the episoded sections in the sample an agreement per-

was secured by means of the following formula in which X and Y · · 

represent atW two _independent analy-sts. 
',: 

Agreement _ 
Percent -

Number of episodes discriminated-
. by X discriminated also by Y 

.Total Number 0£ epi• Total Number o? Epi-
sodes discriminated + sod.es discriminated 

.. by X by Y 

2 

The numerator or this.formula is the number of episodes upon 'Which 

the two independent analysts agreed, This . is the best evidence we have 

of the correctly identified episodes,. It is not, however, the true 

number of episodes, £or it. includes 11episodes" vdth respect to :which both 

episoders made the same error, _and it· does not include episodes ,correotl7 

identified by one episoder and not so identified by the other. The :de-

nominator is the best estimate available 0£ this true number of episodes. 

It is the mean number or episodes discriminated by both analysts, Its 

rationale is based upon the assumption that arrr competent analyst, train-

ed in the method, will approximate the _correct total number of units which 

the method defines as episodes, but that he will make errors of two kindss 
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he will identify two or more episodes where there should be one (over-

estimate the nwnber of episodes) and he will combine into a single one., 

two or more episodes where there should be more than one (underestimate 

the number ·of episodes). If these are chance errors., ·the averaging of 

the judgments of'more than one judge should provide a better estin;atG or 
. the true number of episodes than the judgments of a single judge. Tht1s., 

the quotient gives that. proportion of the 11 truett number of episodes which 

were "correctly'' discriminated by both of the analysts independently. 

Application of this formula to the fifiy sequences of the sample 

yields agreement percents ranging from a low of 72 to a high of 92. 

Table l presents a frequency distribution of these· measures. An overall 

agreement percent was computed by summing for all 50 sections and then 

Table l 

Frequency Distribution of Agreement Percents 

Obtained in Tests of Episoding Reliability 

Agreement Percent f 

72-74 3 

75-77 4 
78-60 16 
81-83 11 

84-86 10 

87-89 5 
90-92 l 

Total Humber of Sections 50 
substituting in the .formula. This computation gives a value of 81.-11, 

which represents the central tendency shown in the table •. 
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The question o£·how to test statistical~ the significance of these 

data on interanalyst agreezr.ont presents · a difficult problem in· sampling 

theory. Somo progress has been made in this area by GuetzkmT (9) in his 

treatroont of reliability problems met -in 11unitizing1'. the qualitative 

data in interviews, autobiographies, and 'the like. But for the present., 

the reported percents will be left as they stand. 

The Behavior Settings Survey 

A third major method in psychological ecology ~quires brief 

identification. It concerns the community units which have been used in 

Midwest to study the psychological living conditions of children. These 

community units are called Behavior Settings. A behavior setting is 

defined as a standing pattern of behavior of men en masse together with 

the discriminable part of the physical-social-temporal milieu to which 

the behavior is attached with a perceived fittingness. For example,. the 

behavior setting, Clifford's Drug Store, consists of the standing behavior 

pattern-buying, selling., visiting, taking refreshments., etc.-and the 

ph.-irsical-social-temporal locus of this behavior, i.e • ., the building known 

locally as :clifford• s drug store dm•ing business hours. The perceived 

fittingness of this standing pattern· of behavior for this m.lieu locus 

means that the included behaviors are seen as appropriate to this_ particular 

place-time complex and that other behaviors are seen as inappropriate, 

e.g., dancing, singing; playing games, 

Other standing behavior patterns and the milieu contexts to which they 

are attached are readily observable in Midwest. No special instruments 

are necessary to see the extraindividual wave patterns of behavior which 

persist despite constant-changes in the individual persons involved in such 

behavior milieu complexes as the Presbyte~ian Worship Service, the High 
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School Basketball games, and the Post Office. Anyone in Midwest on a Sun-

day at noon can see the churches suddenly pour forth their congregations 

to hurry sedately a--rmy down streets and sidewalks. On any morning at 8:30 

the behavior pattern is unmistakable in the Post Office: efficient 

business against a -background. of the relaxed conversation of the loiterers. 

The behavior settings survey is a catalogue.and description 0£ the 

behavior settings of tho community. According to the procedures developed 

at the Midwest Field Station, suoh a survey is high~ comprehensive; it is 

estimated that the behavior settings of Midwest include 95 percent of all 

the behavior .that occurs within the community (3)-. At the same time, the 

number of identifiable behavior settings in a town the size of Midwest is 

not only finite but ma.nageably small. There are 2040 behavior settings in 

Midwest of which ll.i4S' are· vdthin Midwest's families and 585 are public or 

community settings. The ordinar,y child has potential access to 10 or 15 

family behavior se_ttings in his-· own and other families plus the 585 · com• 

munity settings, making a pote~tial world of 600 behavior settings (3). 
Th1:3behavior settings_survey provides a psychological map of Midwest 

representing those areas of the town that have general beha~ioral signifi-

cance to the citizens. 
' 

While the most significant value of behavior settings is their 

usefulness as community units for general descriptive and analytical 

purposes, they are also valuable as guides for the sampling of individual 

behavior within the community:. As will be discussed in greater detail in 

the next chapter, the behavior settings survey was used in the present 

investigation for the latter purpose. 



The Problem of this study 

To episode a specimen record is to find boundaries between the parts 

of a whole behavior sequence •. Once this is done, it is.then possible 
. . 

to inquire into the relat~ons of part to. whole· ani part to· part within 

the sequence without any .reference to what the· parts contain· •. This is 
' to ask about the· structure, ans.tom,, or geomotr,r of the behavior 

continuum. The problem is.analogous to the one present~d by relations 

of. part to whole and part to part or a: skelet,on, a p~ant, or a rock 

formation ., except that., in the case of b~havior with its context, t,he 

whole is extended in·time as well aa space. 

Given a.behavior, sequence through a lmpwn peripd of time, to what 

extent, in the first plac.e, i'3 it differentiate~ into _parts? How.many-
~- . 

episodes does it include?, How many ~things," for example, does_ a normal 

Midwest two-ye~•old do· in a. da,? A Midwest four-year-old? How are the 

episodes of:·a b~he.vior sequence related interpositiona~, _whatever the 

degree in whic~ the total.sequence ~s divided? T.o·what extent.do.they 

occur one by ~ne in sing:J,e file? To what ~tent, on_ the: other h,and,. do 

they overlap?. And wh~t variations occur ·in the form and-complexity of 

such· overlapping? This lin~ of inquiry raises· in ~urn a number ... of . . 

questions ~bout i'l!,ctors associated w1.th .the anatom;y. of behavior.. What 

conditions in, the habitat5:1of a· person act at the :beginning o:f .an 

episode to gEjlt it um;lerway or at its end poi~t to · break it:. off"? Under 

what conditioi:is does -the behavior stream. bifurcate ·so that episodes 

overlap? One can ask also about cross effects between different· units or 
a sequence. When episodes overlap., for example, in what degree may they 

interfere with, complement; or reenforce orie another? Such question$ 

identify the problem of behavior structure. 



OH.APTER II 
WORKING PROCEDURES· 

Source Materials and Method of Sampling 

The data of this study are based upon analysis of 16 episoded day-

long specimen records, including 12 on· Midwest children and 4 on 

physically disabled children of nearby communities. Brief descriptions 

of these children and their life situations at the times of their 

respective records.are presented in the appendix. 

For certain purposes, which will be considered later, all of the 

14,991 episodes in the 16 records were used. For other purposes, hmr-

ever, efi'iciency required a sampling of this total episode population. 

A method was adopted whereby- the episodes in the behavior settings 

entered by these children were sampled on a random basis • 

.An important value of behav:i.or settings and the behavior settings 

survey is in providing guides for sampling the behavior in a community 

which are less arbitrary.and closer to psychological reality than are 

the usual guides such as age, sex, and social class. The same principle 
.• 

holds for the sampling problem in the present study, viz., to select 

from the nearly 15,ooo episodes in the ·16 records a manageable sample 

of behavior with a minimal amount of bias. In this case, sampling in 

terms of the behavior settings which the chi.ldren entered is less ar-

bitrary than any other available method. 

Earlier work by the Field Station staff included a complete 

analysis or each day-record according to the behavior settings which the 

child entered during the day. This analys:l.s established for every 

entry- of the child into a behavior setting the number and name of the 



setting~ the identifying numbers of all included episi;,desJ and the time 

of occurrence and duration of behavior in the setting. The results of 

this analysis provided, then, a comprehensive, minute by minute break-

down of· each recorded day in terms of'behavior settings. It was de-. ' 

cided to include in the episod~ sample_ from every- record all· _the 

episodes th~t occurred dur:lng al temate entries into each setting. 

This selection procedure had to be modified in order to avoid dis~ 

ruption or natura~ occurring.·behavior sequences,. In practice, this 

aim was achieved by respecting the structural integrity or episode 

linkages. A linkage is defined below (see _P• 49) as a sequence of 

episodes connected with each other by overlapping. If any part of a link• .. . 

age tell in.a sample; the _entir~ linkage ns either as~imilated to it or 

excluded; a linkage was included if only a few episodes outside the . ' . . . 

sampled setting were involved. These modifica~ions made relatively. small 

net differences in the number of selected episodes. 

A major advantage in this. basis 0£ selection is that it_ gives approxi-

mately proportionate representation. to behavior settings of widely differ-

ing degrees of importance~ as.measured by time spent in them by the 

children. Thus, nearly 40 percent of the behavior in the 16 records oc-

curred in the setting, Home Indoors~ The. sampling scheme gives a similar 

proportion of episodes from this setting. Another advantage in the pl~n 

is that it preserves the natural continuity of extanded behavior sequenc~s. 

These procedures gave a total sample-of 7~749 episodes -fro~ nearly 

all of the different behavior settings entered by the 16 childre~• This 

is 51.6 percent of the entire episode population. The samples range 1n 

size rrom 45 percent to 56 percent of the episodes in each record. 



Descriptive Categories 

With exceptions to be noted, the data reported in the chapter on 

results were obtained by applying special descriptive categories to all 

episodes in the sample from.the 16 records. Some of these categories 

deal vlith purely structural characteris:tics of episodes, iVhile othere 

are concerned with dynamical factors or conditions related to behavior 

structure. Each category is itemized and defined below. 

Structural Characteristics of Episodes 

1. Episode Length 

1 15 sec 

2 30 sec 

·3 1 min 

4 2 min 

5 3 min 

6 4 min 

7 .5 min 

,5 6-7 min 

9 8-10 min 

10 11-14 min 

11 1.$ or more min 

Category l_provides a measure of length of episode in clock time. 

Each episode in the sample was rated on this variable. The judgments 

are made on a "nearest . to" basis. For example, when an episode is 

checked One Minute, this means that, of the time intervals itemized 

in the category., a minute is nearest to the judged duration of the 

episode. 
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In judging length of episode, · the . analyst is guided by time 

notations recorded by the observer and the description of the child's 

behavior. The estimates required of the analyst here were considered 

to be such as to obviate necessity for systematic agreement tests. 

2. Total Number of Overlapping Episodes 

1 1 

2 2 

J 3 

4 4 
5 5 
6 6;..8 

7 9-11 

8 12-14 

9 15 or more 

10 DNA 

As stated in Chapter 1, an important aspect of behavior structure 

is the overlapping of episodes, This category is used to record for 

the episode under analysis, or target episode, the total number of other 

episodes which overlap with it throughout its entire course. In Figure 1, 

for example, we find by counting that episode 1 has five other episodes 

overlapping with it. Episode 1 is tabulated, therefore, under item 5 
of the category. Episodes 4 and 5 are both tallied under item 2, since 

each has 2 others overlapping with it. Every remaining episode in Figure 1 

has only one other overlapping with it; hence, each is tallied vlith item l. 

Episodes that have no other overlapping with them at any time are tabulated 

under item 10, Does Not Apply. 



1 

2 

j 
3 

4 

5 

6 

Figure 1 

Different Ways of Tabulating Overlap Phenomena 
(see text, Categories 2 and J) 
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For this category, as for dategori~s 3 through 6, below, the 

·evidenc~ of reliability in application _is indirect. Each of these 

categories deals with an aspect or behavior structure identified in 

the episoding process, The ~ask of the structure analyst was only a 

matter or inspecting episode brackets or_ of counting episodes; inter-

pretations whicp. had been made previously as a part or the episoding 

process were noted and recorded. Thus, the question of reliability 

goes back in each case here to the episoding process itself, -the 

reliability of which was tested by procedures described in Chapter 1 

(see pp.16-19). 

Our tests of episoding reliability, as may be· reca~led, measure 

only agreement between independent analysts on presence tor absence 

of episodes. Such determinations as the position of units in relation 

to others were not considered in the agreement computations. It is 

clear, therefore, that the episoding agreement percents can be taken 

as only indirect and partial evidence o:r reliability of the present 

categories. It.is considered, hor<ever, that where the reported agree-

ment levels were high, agreement on episode interrelations is.likely 

to have been satisi'actory. It has seemed highly' improbable that t\vo 

episoders could agree acceptably in identifying particular episodes 

and yet disagree seriously on such variables as number of overlapping 
\ episodes or type of overlap. In view of these considerations,··ca.tegories 

2 through 6 have not been subjected to special reliability tests. 
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J. Maximum Number of Simultaneously Ovarla.pping Episodes 

1 l 

2 2 

3 3 

4 ·DNA 

Category 3 is used to record tor the target unit the largest 

number of episodes which overlap with it at any one time during its 

course. Reference to Figure 1 will claiify the dlli..;;.urice batween 

this variable and Total Number of Overlapping Episodes. It was noted 

above that episode l in figure 1. has a total of five other episodes 

overlapping with i_t and that it is tallied, therefore, under item 5 
of category 2. However, it will be seen that the largest number of 

episodes which overlap with episode 1 at any- one time is two. Accord-

ingly, itern 2 of the present category applies to episode 1. On the 

same basis, item 1 applies to episodes 2, 3, and 6, and item 2 to 

episodes 4 and~. 

4. Type of Overlap 

-1 Coinciding 

2 Enclosing 

3 Enclosed 

4 Interlinking 

5 Interpolated 

6 DNA (Isolated.Episode) 

Attention is turned now from quantitative to ~ualitative aspects 

of overlapping phenomena. Category 4 is used to describe the structural 

form of relationships between overlapping episodes. 
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In applying this category, the analyst records the form of the 

relationships between the target episode and other episodes by checking 

one or more of the six items. These items are defined and. illustrated 

below. Each bracket .represents one episode as in the excerpt beginning 

on page 121 and every check mark denotes an episode to which the defi-

nition on the left refers. 

A coinciding episode is one such that 
the whole of it overlaps with the 
whole of another. 

An enclosing episode is one such that 
a part of it overlaps with the whole 
of another. · 

An enclosed episode is one such that 
the whole of it overlaps with a 
pa.rt of rmother. 

An interlinking episode is one such that 
a part of it overlaps with a part of 
another. 

An interpolated episode is one which 
occurs between segments of a discon-
tinuous episode. 

An isolated episode is one which does 
not overlap with any other. 

LE~ 

[ 
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Item 5, Interpolated, raises the related questions·or the con• 

tinuity and the completeness of behavior episodes. Although these 
I . . 

questions are·considered·in detail under categories6 and ll respective-

ly, the episoding practices· whiclf underlie the 11'.arkirig .. or•. interpolated 

episodes ne~d to be indicated here. 

One obvious fact about molar·behav':tor is that it does n~t always 

proceed directly and continuously from a starting point to~ originally 
. ·, ' . 

intended terminal position. Sometimes, after havin~ set_out toward a 

goal., a person may either temporarily or permanently abandon his efforts 

to res.ch it •. In episoding a specimen record, the practice has been to 

identify the temporaI'y abandonment 0£ an episode by breaking the vertical 

line of the episode bracket am adding downward. and u~nrd pointing 

arrows to the earlier and· later segments, respectively, of the bracket. 

This is illustrated in the diagram opposite the definit'ion ~:f an in-

terpolated episode, above. These markings identify a discontinuous 

episode. Episodes which. occur between the segments of a disc:ontinuous 

episode are interpolated. Other examples of interpolated episodes are 

shown in Figure 2. In this figure,-episodes 11-c and-d., 12~0,-d, and-e, 
and 13...c,-d,-e, and-fare interpolated. 

!n contrast to otber·categories, the items or this categoey are not 
';' . 

mutually exclusive. · Wherever, a target apisod~ sustains more than one 
' . . . . 

type of overlap relation to others, each type is checked~ Thus, in 

Figure 2, episode 6-a is interlinking in relation to episode 6-b, but 

enclosing. in relation to ,6...c. For opisocte 6-a, therefore, both items, 

Enclosing and Interlinking, are checked. 



Single Double Quadruple 

1 2 

s ·6 7 - a - -a 

\.. b b - cc I c:a 
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I d .1 d I e 

. \ 

Figure2 

Cammon Linkage Types 



5. Form of Transition 

1 Abrupt 

2 llerging 
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Category 5 is concerned with the structural relationship between 

the target unit and other episodes at its terminal point, i.e., at the 

point of transition to the inunediately subsequent behavior segment, 

,,hich can b(;) a new unit or the remaining pa.rt of a more extended over-

lapping episode.- The category might be said to measure smoothness of 

behavior flow. Where an abrupt transition occurs, the target unit is 

immediately succeeded by a break in the behavior sequence. Where, on -- · 

the other hand, a merging transition occurs, -the target unit.ends whil~ 

an overlapping episode is still in progress. Figure 2 shows that, 

among othe~s, episodes 1, ·2-a, 6-b, and 12-c are characterized by abrupt 
J_ 

transitions. Examples from this figure of merging transitions include 

episodes 2-b, 6-a, nnd 12-b •. 

6. Continuity of Episode Course 

l Continuous 

2 Discontinuous 

The occurrence of discontinuity in the temporal course of an epi-

sode has been discussed earlier. It is necessary here, however, to 

specify more precisely the basis for a judgment of the continuity of 

an epi.sode course. 

Item 1, Continuous, applies where the target episode proceeds con-

tinuously from its beginning to the point of final termination. In terms 
. •I 

of the conceptual criteria described earlier, an episode is considered 

continuous if it is judged to maintain potency greater than zero through-

out its course, regardless of whether the goal of the episode is reached. 



Item 2, Discontinuous, applies where the judged potency of an 

episode drops to zero at some point short of the goal and then later 

assumes again a value greater than zero. This may occur more than once 

during the course of·a single episode and in £act was judged to occur 

no less than 20 times in one case. 

From these definitions it is clear that judging the continuity of 

an episode amounts to estimating whether its potency drops to zero at 

some point short of the goal. The concept of potency refers specifically 
I 

to the degree in which the total behavior of' a person is determined by 

the forces of a situation which the person has entered and in which the 

person is presently behaving. To say that a person is in a situation is 

to se.y that its forces are now operative in some degree, so that it has 

some inportance for the total ongoing behavior. Conversely, the judgment 

that a situation has zero potency means that the person is not in the 

situation, that its forces are not operative and that it has no importance 

for the total ongoing behavior. Thus, for example, the episode., Eating 

Supper, in the Mary Ennis record was judged to be discontinuous when she 

left the table for a few 1ninutes shortly after starting the meal to visit 

energetically with some newly arrived playmates in the backyard. In th:is 

case, the Eating Supper episode was judged to have zero potency during the 

time occupied by the episode, Telling Friends About Sand-pile. 

It should be noted that this category is in no way concerned with 

the ultimate completeness of an episode. A judgment is not made here 

as to whether the child ever reaches his intended terminal position. The .. , 
question or completion or incompletion is raised by a later category. 
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Conditions Related to Behavior Structure. 

7. Actone Interference Between Overlapping Episodes 

l ·· Simultaneous Occurrence of Same .Actones 

2 Simultaneous Occurrence of Di"fferent Actones 

3a Part~ 6al'lle .Actones· • 

3b Alternating Occurrence of D:lt'.ferent Actones 

4 Alternating OccUITence of Same A.ctones 

Actones have been defined as molecular behavior ~nits that mediate 

or i~lement molar behavior (19, pp. 88-96 )'. The present category at-

tempts to measure the extent to which actones implementing two simul• 

taneously overlapping episodes are interfering. It differs from all 

other c~tegories of tho instrument in that the target of_ anal,ysis is not 

an individual episode, but one aspect of the relationship between epi~ 

sodes which overlap. 

The category provides for judgments on different combinations of 

two variables, namely; (l) simu~taneity of occurrence of actones-and (2) 

similarity of actones,· A single rating expresses the extent of inter-

ference between mediating actones in terms of these two variables, 

Actones implementing different overlapping episodes are considered 

to be simultaneous only if they actually occur at· the same moment of 

clock time; so far as the analyst can judge_f'rom the observerio report, 

This judgment always is made in terms of what actually bappens,·not in 

terms of what could occur. Consider, for example, Asking Mother about 

Father and Looking Out of ,Window as overlapping episodes. rt· is posoible 

for the actones of these two units to occur simultaneously,; one c8 n tnlk 

and look at the same time. But this is not the question. Rather, we want 

to record whether the '*talking" actones and the "looking" actones actually 
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do occur a.t the same time. In this example, they did occur simultaneously, 

which means that :;item 2 appliesJ but they could have occurred alternately, 

in which case item 3b would have applied. 

Similarity of ae-tones is judged in terms o.t'. ·three possibilities. 

The analyst indicates whether the two overlapping units utilize the.same 

actones, whether some but not all actones are common to both, or, finally, 

whether the actones are. entirely different. For example, Watching TV and 

Looking Out of Windm, are mediated by the same· looking actones. end no others. 

?laying with Toy Truck and Watching Mr. Thomas· are mediated by some of the 

same actones,: namely, those involved in looking; but crawling and ma-

nipulation of objects are. un.'tque to the truck unit. Finally, Eating Supper 

and Listening to Conversation have no actones in co!Iimon, 

Whether actones are considered the same or not depends, in part, 

upon how specifically they.' are identified. .Ii one wants to· be highly spe-

cific, every actone is different from every other, e.g., writing requires 

slightly different hand movements than does drawing. It is also possible 

to use such broad classifications that only gross differences are record-

ed, e.g., motor, perceptual. Our policy has been to identify the aotones 

on an intermediate level of generality in which similarity is ooordino.ted 

roughly to the capacities of the person which are utilized in the behavior. 

At this level we identify actones such as 11using hands" and lfusing feet," 

rather than m~tor; "looldng" and 11listening," rather than perceptual. 

The analyst considers only those aotonea which are most specific to 

the execution of the b~ha,vior of the episode. In gener~.l, the actones 

which are specific to an episode stand out from other, more general ones 

in a vray which is analogous to a figure-ground relationsh:tp. For example, 

the actones which are specific to Eating Supper, are "using hands, tt "oral 
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movements, tt and "looking." But there are others which provide some-

thing of an actone background in the sense that they are more or less 

common to all episodes, e.g • ., npostural adjustments" and "thinking,"' For 

the purposes of this category, these background actones are not consider-

ed. Thusj although Eating Supper and Li_stening to Conversation do ·in-
f 

volve some of the same background (postural) actones, we record a 

rating of 2, i.e., s~taneous occur.rence_· o:r different actones, £or the 

special actone systems of "using hands" and "listening," 

The five items of the category provide a, series of unevenly dis-
"' 

tributed points on a rough continuum of intar.fererice ranging .from low 

interference (item 1) .to high interference· (item 4) as shown ?elow, 

l. Simultaneous occurrence of same actones. Here, a sequence of 

movemonts is at the same time a part of different simultaneously 

occurring actions. Like a stretch of roadway which for a short 

way effectively carries different highways going in different 

directions,.actones which are concurrently functioning parts of 

different actions cannot be seriously inter£ering. When the 

same part is included in two or more simultaneousl~ funct.ioning 

wholes, its dual aspects must be highly congruent. When 

Sue Dewall ignored a questioning classmate by pointedly con~ 

tinuing with her .coloring, her hand movements concurrent'.cy' 

performed two actions, i.e., "coloring" and' "being occupied.ff 

The dual significance of the same e.ctones_is sufficiently 

frequent to b~ d,escribed in common speech by such expressions 

as 11killing. two birds with one stone" and "double talk." 



2. Simultaneous occurrence of different actones. If.an arrange-

ment such as that described under item l cannot occur; the 
. . '/f./,:,:. .. ·. 

possibility of simultaneous actones·in overlapping episodes is 
•. · I 

limiied, for one of the basic cbiiraeteristica of the psycho--
I , . : 

'logical person i::s its •'unitary. nature. A person cannot "go off 

in all directions at ·once-." At all levels, both molecular and 

molar, and· niotor., perceptu~l, and conoeptual.,th~number of 

clli'f'erent actions which ·can simultaneous:cy,, .·occur is . strict~ 
. ··. 

limited. A ·person cannot study a c.omplex legaibrief and 

.follow the propositions of a geometrical theorem at .the same 
time. Automa.tization of one of the overlapping actions in• 

creases the · possibility of their concurrent occurrence~ But 

automatization of molar·actions has· very limited possibilitiesJ 

directedness by the self is a fundamental feature ot molar behavior. 

Some iiiteri"erenoe is inevitable when different actones occur 
•' . 

. . .· 

simultaneous~. On t~e other hand, the fact that the actones ~-
.', •. , ... ~---' . . . . ~1 . . ... 

occur simu.ltaneousl.f means that the interference is not com-
. . 

plete. Otherwise they would occur in alternation., The s~-

taneous occurrence ot dli'ferent actones indicates some, hut 

not maximal, actone interference. An example of this occurred 

when Ray Birch listened to his parents' conversation while 

eating his breakfast. • . 

.)a. Partly' same .actones. :This item covers overlapping episodes in 

which both ·identical and d.1.f'ferent actones were involved and 

where the former occurred in alternation and the latter either 

simultaneously or in·a1ternation. For example, as Sue Dewall 



was getting dressed -in the morning, she gav~ the observer a 

smiling glance of recognition. -In this ·case, both episodes 
.. 

utilized "looking" actones in alt~i-nation~ but Oetting Dressed 

employed other actortes, e.g., "using hands,'• which continued 
. ' ,. . . . 

while Sue looked at the observer. ',t'he degree of interference 
• • ,- •' • '•, I • •' • • _" •• • 

characteristiq of episode~ checked on this item derives in some 

degree £?"om the conditions described under. item 2, Jb; and 4. . . ·. . . ' .. .·· . . . :" 

In a population of unselected cases of ()VG~lap with part'.cy' . . ·.,-,. .-

same actone~, the de~ee of inter.terence would lie between items 

2 and 4 of t'.Jie s~ele. 

Jb .• Al~ex:na,ting occurrence o:r different ~c:tones. Alte~tion h.as to 

occur when ~he two sets ofactones:are serious~ interfering. 
I 

HO\vever, it may occ~ 'When the interference is not so great as 
. . . . . ' ' . . 

-to.require ,alternation, ·as in item 2. ·-In any .mass or unselected . ' 
al~e~ting actones; the degree or interference will be greater 

than that describe~ under item 21 but less than maximal •. One 

example of this item occurred when Sue Dewall momentari~ 

stopped building .'a barn with blocks in order to beg ·th~ teacher . ... ( 

to prevent the other children .from tearing it down •. 

4. Alternating occurrence ot sate actones. The: occurrence of the 
. . . 

same actones in.alternation between two episodes represents the 

highest degree of aetone interference ~n the scale. When, for . . . 

example, o'ue. turned from her conversation with Hilda to answer 

V~rnets questi01;1, the degree of interference between the actones 

implementing these -episodes was high in the. sense that they were 

mutually exclusive. 
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These five ~tems are conceived to span only an intermediate part 

of the interi'erence: continuum. Below the· low end of the scale are all 

instances of overlap involving .contained and containing episodes., which 

by definition (see pp·. 10-16) do not d·iffer in direction arid are., there-:-

fore., congruent. But ror its high pot~noy., each conta.ined,·episode would 

be a part of the parent unit with which it overlaps. -Accordingly., over-

lapping contained and containing units are excluded.from analysis by the 

categor;r. Above the high end of the interference sc~e are interpoiated 

and isolated episodes -whose incongruency with other units :is so great 

as to preclude overlap Tdth them. 

This fs one of four categories upon which specific agreement tests 

were made.· An assistant applied each fo:r these· categories to a number 0£ 
; 
' 

episodes which the principal analyst ~ad previously judged. In all, 

there were eight blocks of 50 episooeJ each in the agreement sample. 

These blocks were taken from eight different records •. They v1ere selected, 

moreover., from different behavior settings in order to provide a variety . . . 

of target material. 

Two hundred and fifty three cases of simultaneous overlap ~ccurred 

runong the Loo episodes of the sample. In 66 percent of these, · the 

independent analysts agreed completely in applying the category• 7he 

agreement percents for the eight blocks or e~isodes range from 4.3 to 89 

with a median of 67. These relat.ively low values are mitigated somewhat 

by the further finding that, in 70 percent of iill disagreements., items 

checked by the analysts vr,ere adjacent "on the scale (counting items Ja 

and 3b separately).. In other words, the analysts agreed within one point 

in 90 percent of the oases. 



8. Basis of Episode Discrimination 

l Direction 

2 Potency (Contained Episode) 

Category 8 differentiates between ·.,contained episodes discriminate~ 

sole'.cy' on the basis of tl1eir relative'.cy"_ high potency (seo pp·, ld-16),, 

and episodes discriminated on the basis of unique direction~ 

The analyst merely notes whether tho.target unit has beon marked a 

contained episode during the epiaoding process. Thus., the question ot 
reliability again goes back to agreement on· episoding, In this case, 

however, no evidence of interanaly-st agreement is available; differences 

between independent episodera as to whether a given.episode was contained 

were not considered in the episoding agreement tests. 

9, Relative Weight 

l Primary 

2 Primary, Tied 

.3 Seconda17 

4 Tertiary 

5 Primary, Secondary· 

6 Primary, Tertiar, 

7 Secondary-, Tertiary-

,8 Primary-, Secondary, Tertiary 

9· Does Not Apply (Isolated Episode) 

Category·9 is concerned with the potency-, or relative importance 

to the total behavior of the child, ot different simultaneously over-

lapping episodes.. The weight of every episode among two · or more in.;. 

volved in an overlap at one time is ranked in order from primary through 



tertiary. Occurrence of more than three simultaneously overlapping 

episodes has been found so rarely in our records that no provision 

was made for this in itemization of the category. 

The first item applies when the target episode clearly outranks the 

other overlapping units in potency thro~ghout its entire course. Item 2 

applies ~hen the first rank in potency is. shared by the target unit and 

another episode at some point during the course of the target episode, 

i.e., when neither episode appears to have greater potency than the other. 

Actually, an episode of secondary weight could be equaled in potency but 

our experience has not required provision for this possibility. When-

ever three episodes were found to overlap simultaneously, one of them was 

always clearly tertiary. 

The remaining itemsjrepresent combinations of items 1, 3 and 4. These 
.; .:1 • .. ( 

are used 1vhen an episode \of some length is judged to have different weights 

at different times during its course. The relative 1veight or a long, 

enclosing episode, for example, is not necessarily constant throughout its 

course but may vary from time to time, depending upon the characteristics 

of the episodes which it encloses. Thus, for example, item 5 ·applies when 

the target episode is primary in potency through a part of its course but 

is secondary at one or more points. 

As mentioned earlier, the indicators of high potency which have been 

used in episoding the records include (1) wide involvement of motor, 

verbal, and other behavior mechanisms, (2) indifference to potentially 

distracting conditions, (3) high energy level of the behavior, (4) high 

resistance or obstruction, and (5) strong interpersorui.l stimulation. 



Judging episodes on relative ~eight becomes a matter of deciding which 

of the overlapping units makes the most difference to the total be-

havior of the child· in terms of .these indices~ 

The category- was judged ,on the basis of relative weight markings 

which were placed on the episode lines as.a final step in the ep~soding 

process by the leader of the episoding team. Since. no agreement-checks 

were conducted; the results from this category mu.st be offered on this_ 

qualified basis. •. 

10. Episode Initiation 

l Spontaneous 
( 

2 Instigated 

.3 Pressured 

4 Can Not Judge 

Category 10 stems from an interest in the extent to which the 

structure of natural'.cy' occurring behavior is self-regulated rather than 

regulated from without. 

The· first item, Spontaneous, applies ,vhenever the action of an 

episode begins·in the ~pparent absence of external instigation; defined 

as any observed and reported change in the child's situation.. In these 

cases, the child is .seen to behave·as if he "just happened to think of 

something to do8 ; i.e~, action is initiated without evident dependence 

upon active behavior When, in the case of social behavior objects, 

the child is seen to react to the presence, as opposed to the activity, of 

an individual, the initiation is considered spontaneous, as when Lewis 

Hope was observed to interrupt his paper-reading father long enough. to get 

some information about a camera~ In all cases of spontaneous initiation, 

the essential element is an apparently voluntary "selectiontt of action by 
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the subject. One clear4' cannot assume in a.ny such case a."'lything like 

complete detachment from environmental conditions. Yet it bas been 

found that behavior with the appearance of spontaneity stands out in the 

records, and it is believed that sense made by findings to be reported 

has justified special consideration of this behavior. 

Item 2, Instigated, applies when the child is seen to respond to 

some observable event or change in his situation, provided only that the 

event or change does not constitute "pressure" as this is defined below • 

. An event or change here means any observed and report~d occurrence · re-

ferable to sane source other than the subject. Someone enters the sub-

ject•s presence; a tractor drives past on the.street; someone speaks; a 

paper flutters; a whistle blows; a clock chimes; a book falls. This item 

aims to measure the extent to which the child behaves in response to 

ouch incitement. 

The third item, Pressured, applies wheri an episode appears to begin 

as the result of any form of pre?sure upon· the ch_ild. Pressure means 

here external influence of any kind which is in anyway inconsistent 'With . , ., . ,. . 

the child •s Offll momP.nta.ry nt~eds and goals. Although social pressure 

accounts for a majority of these cases, other kinds of pressure are in-

cluded., as when Raymond Birch was "forced" by rain to 1eave his play and 

go indoors. Practicing Piano Lesson, which began wen Raymond's mothor 

called him in from his pla;y to carrr out this apparently unpleasant. 

ritual, exemplifies the more common social:cy- pressured initiation, 

Results of the agreemqnt tests on this category show exact agree-

lll8nt between independent analysts in 91 percent of 400 episodes. Taken 

separately, the agreement percents for each of the eight blocks of 

episodes range from 80 to 98. The median of these values is 91. 



11. Episode Isouo 

This category is used in an attempt to describe some aspects of the 

psychological significance of the target episode for the child at the 

point of epi.sode termination. It seems important to ascertain the 
'·· 

frequency with which such psychological outcomes of behavior units as 

"success" and 11£ailure" occur in any attempt to study the structure or 

·behavior. 

In applying the category, a decision was made first as to whether 

the episode was complete or incomplete. In the case of transitive or 

goal-seeking behavior, this amounted to deciding whether or not the 

~hild reached his goal. In the case of consummatory behavior, i.e., 

behavior within a goal region, the analyst judged only whether or not 

satiation occurred. When confident judgment as to the completness of an 

episode could not be made, the analyst marked the unit Can Not Judge. If, 

however, the analyst was able to make a judgment as to episode complete-

ness, the category was applied as it is itemized below. 

1 Acquittance 

2 Attainment 

3 Gratification 
Complete Episodes 

,4 Success 

!, Consummation: Satiated 

6 Other 
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7 Nonattainment 

8 Frustration 

9 Failure 
Incomplete Episodes 

10· Cons_ummation: N"ot Satiated 

11 Other 

12 Can Not Judge 

A set of criteria was adopted for each item. Any given item 

applies on'.cy" when all of the stated criteria are met. These items, 

together with the criteria and references to examples from the 

specimen records, are shown below. 

1. Acquittance 

a. The action consists of a single minimal molar unit. 

b. The action is characteristically brief. 

c, Resistance against action is virtually zero. 

d. The episode is "unimportant.'' If involved in an overlap, 
its relative weight is secondary or less. 

Example: At 9:48 in the morning of the Ben Hutchings record, 
Ben was busily occupied at his desk with the reading lesson for 
the day which involved reading, coloring, and some writing. While 
doing this, he glanced up momentarily to look at the first graders 
who were reciting orally to the teacher. This episode, Noting 
First Graders, meets the stated criteria for the issue, acqui•~t:;..'1ce • 

2. Attainment 

a. The goal in the episode is reached only after the child has 
.overcome appreciable resistance. 

b. The child does not attribute credit .to himself or to anyone 
else for reaching the goal; there is satisfaction but neither 
pride nor gratitude. · · 
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Example: At 6:03 p,m • ., Douglas Crawford climbed high up in a 
large elm tree in his ya.rd. .After finding a suitable perch, he 
worked vigorously in cutting a small.branch from the tree with 
a knife. After about two minutes of engrossed work, he cut 
through the branch and threw it to the ground, satisfied with 
the accomplishment. 

J. Gratification 

a. The 1goal is such that the child· could not reach it, if he 
were to do so by his own efforts, without overcoming appreciable 
resistance. · 

b, The child attributes credit for reaching the goal to someone 
besides himself or to external circumstances. 

Example: . When Dutton Thurston• s brother, Al, spontaneously offered 
him a piece of chewing gum, the episode, Getting Gum from Al, was 
considere4 to meet the above criteria. 

4. Success 

a. The goal in the episo~e is reached onlj,· after the child h~: 
overcome appreciable resistance. 

b. The child attributes credit to himself; 'there is satisfaction 
and pride in accomplishinentJ the child feels that he has ''done 
something." 

Examplet On the evening of the 'Margaret Reid record, she, her 
mother, and her grandparents spent more than an hour in the yard 
enjoying the pleasant June evening. At B:o,, Margaretta grand-
father noted that her 18 month-old brother had wandered off to 
the back part of the yard. :Margaret at once caught up with him• 
and g~e him a couple or swats with a small stick. She then 
returned to the adults announcing, nr gave him a big· spanking." 
Sbs oec1ut.<l very proud of her accomplishment which she justified 
by say-t_ng, "He did something, wrong once." 

5. Consummations Satiated 

a. Resistance against locomotion is virtually zero;'the child 
is free to move about with little or no difficulty. 

. . 

b. All activity regions are homogeneously positive; there is 
virtually no valence differential between any present position 
and aey next step. · 

c • Di~tance to ends sought is virtually zero. 

d. The episode terminates because the child becomes satiated 
with the gonl activityJ the activity becomes neutral in valence. 
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Examples At 8:07, Roy Eddy sat· down· to breakfast· with his older 
siblings, two sisters and one brother. The breakfast consisted of 
prepared cereal, •buttered toast and hot chocolate. These foods. 
seemed to be Roy's favorites for he ate heartily and with obvious 
pleasure.- He appeared to be just where he wanted to be doing just 
what he wanted to do for the next 15 minutes. That the episode 
terminated in sati.ation .is indicated by Roy's comment as he pushed 
himself away from the table with a big sigh, "Whohh, I'm plumb full 
now." 

6, Other (Complete) 

This item is used when a judgment of "complete" seems correct., 
but when the criteria for no one of the above issues are met. 

7. Monattainment 

a. The child gives up only after overcoming appreciable resistance. 
' . 

b. The child does not place any blame for not reaching his goal; 
the nona'litainment is taken,for granted, 

Example t At 7 :40. p .m,, lfargaret Reid, vd th the assistance of her 
mother, tried to leam how . to whistle. Her mother demonstrated 
whistling arid :Margaret tried several times to imitate her mother's 
action. . .After a.bout . a minute of this experimentation, Margaret 
gave up, apparently tired of the effort, without mald.ng a whistle 
which suited her. This episode, Trying to Whistle, exemplifies 
this issue. Item. 9, Failure, would have applied in this case if 
Margaret had blamed herself. There is no evidence that she did. 
Rather, she apparently decided that this skill was only to·be 
mastered .by older persons, thus she did not feel 11bad" about her 
own inability to whistle. 

8. Frustration 

a. The child gives up only after over coming appreciable resistance .• 

b, The chi_ld places blame for not reaching the goal upon someone 
besides himself or upon external circumstances, 

Examplet In the afternoon after school on the day of the Ben 
Hutchings record., Ben and his .friend, Morris, were playing 11war11 

with toy soldiers and airplanes on the floor 0£ the kitchen in the 
Hutching's home. At 4:30, the boys got into a quarrel about the 
rules of their game. The quarrel deteriorated into a scuffle which 
ended -only Tdth the.intervention of Ben•s mother. Since Ben failed 
after considerable effort to reach his objective in this 1:Quarreling 
Over Rulesr- episode., and since it was clear that he blamed Morris 
and his mother,, the episode exemplifies the issue,· frustration. 

' . . 
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9. Failure 

a. The child gives up only after overcoming appreciable resistance. 

b. The child places blame for the failure upon himself; he feels 
not only dissatisfaction., but also some shame. 

Example: Raymond. Birch went out in the yard to watch his fat!"!er 
practice casting with a fishing 1.·od •. )Then he had a turn at cast-· 
ing., Raymond tried three times to make the plug land in a basket 
some distance away. He missed the first two times ~d produced a 
backlash on the third try, Raymond comment,ed, 11 I can't put it 
.in the basket" (6., p. 33). " 

10. Consummation: Not Satiated 

e., b, c. Same as for item 5, above. 

d. The episode terminates because of a factor other than sat-
iation, e,g,., new positive valence, social pressure. 

Example: About 10:39 a.m., Mary Chaco, vtho was playing with first 
.one thing and then another in her yard, picked up the rope tied to 
the handle of her lTagon and pµlled the wagon a short ·distance, 
apparently just for the fun of it. Then, as though struck by a new 
idea, she dropped the~ wagon handle- and went to her tricycle, The 
episode, Pulling Wagon, is representative of many episodes involving 
essentially consummatory- behavior which terminate, not as a result 
of satiation., but of an environmental change, such as a new 
positive valence, as in this case. ·. : 

11. Other (Incomplete) 

This item is used when a judgment of Incomplete is made, but whan 
the criteria for no one' of the above issues are met. 

Results of the agreement tests show that exact agreement bet\veen 

independent analysts occurred in 56 percent of 400 episodes, The agree-

ment percents for each of the eight test blocks range from 26 to 74, with 

a median of 59. These data for the individual items of this category are 

not reassuring. They leave open to question findings on the precise 

termination of individual eP.isodes~ However, it is important to remember 

here that we are dealing with large numbers of cases. If the errors of 

judgment are random, as there is reason to believe they are., considerable 
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confidence can be placed in the frequency of occurrence of different 

ldnds .of episode issue, Separate agreements were computed for judg-

ments on episode completeness. They show that the analysts agreed on 

81 percent of the· 400 episodes, The percents on each block of fi.f'ty 

range from 64 to 98., with a median of 8J. . This means that judgments · 

as to whether episodes· terminated-~ in general, satisfactorily (complete) 

or unsatisfactorily (incomplete) were made with a good degree of 

agreement,-

12. Episode Terminat"ion 

1 

2 

3 

4 
5 

Spontaneous 

_Instigated 

Environmental Cessation 

Pressured 

Can Not Judge 

This category complements and is patterned after category 10, 

above, on episode initiation •. Item 1., Spontaneous, applies where the 

action of the episode appears to terminate from wi~hin. If the child 

apparently just quits on reaching his objective or tiring of the action, 

termination is judged to be spontaneous, Ruled out here are all cases 

of termination in response to observed and reported change in the child's 

situation. 

Item 2, Instigated, applies where termination of the episode.appears 

to occur in response to an external change or event provided that this 

change (a) does not consist in reaching the goal of the episode, and (b) 

does not conform to items 3 and 4 below which, as will be seen, are onl1 
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special cases of instigated termination •. This item is directly analogous 

·to the one of the same name under category 10; the definitions and examples 

cited there.are applicable here as well. 

The third item, Environmenta1·oessation, applies where the episode 

terminates owing to withdrawal of necessary behavior supports, as when 

one stops watching a movie because the film breaks. This, as anticipated 

above, may be considered. a special type of instigated termination. Not 

all instances .o:f environmental cessation are as clear cut and obvious 

at that of the cited example. This kind of termination occurs whenever 

the behavior of the episode is sustained by forces external to the child 

and then brought to an end by disappearance of these forces. Dutton 

Thurston is playing with his truck on the fioor. He looks up to answer 

a question put by his mother only to find that she has left the room •. 

Hera, the terminating factor in Answering Mother's Question was judged 

to be environmental ce_ssation. A somewhat different example of the same 

kind of termination is given by the episode, Watching Observer, which 

terminated.when the observer left the room. 

Item 4, Pressured, applies where the episode terminates as a result 

of external pressure on the child~ The definitions and example~_ given 

for the item of the same name in category 10 can be adapted here. 

Agreement tests show that independent analysts achieved exact 

agreement on this category in 82 percent of .400 judgments. Tho percents 

for each block of fifty range from 70 to 94, with a median of 82. 
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Special Pattern Factors 

The marking conventions used in episoding a specimen record hold 

information about the patterning and differentiation of behavior sequences 

which can be obtained r.eadily_by simple inspection and counting procedures. 

Such procedures have been used to obtain data on both episodes and.link-

ages as behavior parts, These data are based upon study of all episodes 

and linkages in each of the 16 ·episoded day records. They are derived 

partially from distinctions as to kinds of linkages, which will be 

identified briefly before turning to the· chapter on results. 

A linkage is a sequence of episodes connected with each other by 

overlapping. The minimal sequence is an isolated episode, otherwise 

identified as a link. _Linkages range upward in comple.xitY to those 

including as many- as 50 or 60 episode links·. Figura 2, presented earlier, 

illustrates some of the more common patterns formed by these linkages. 

The columns show different complexity levels of simultaneously overlapping 
. . . 

episodes, ranging from the isolated episode or single link to the pattern 

of four s~ltaneously overlapping episodes. The examples in each row 

are intended to show that ~he number of episodes which overlap_ sequentially 

is variable for each pattern of simultaneous overlap. Thus, in the case 

of linkages at the level of triple overlapping., exemplified in the third 

column, the total number o:f episodes may vary- from a minimum of 3, as in 

the first row, through 6, as in the last ru«., on up to as many as 50 or 

60. Data on these different patterns have been tabulated and are report-

ed in the ~ext chapter. 



CHAPTER III 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

Findings of this study will be presented under (l) purely strnc-

tural characteristics of behavior and (2) conditions related to behavior 

structure. In the case of each variable', the order of consideration of 

results will be (1) the basic results for tl-.e 12 :Midwest children, (2) 

any evidence on relationships with age, and (3) comparisons between the 

physically normal children of Midwest and the four disabled children. 

The data on disabled children,are too limited to permit definite 

conclusions; but it.is hoped that they may provide leads for later and 
., . 

more extensive studies. 

The results to be reported will represent only a part of the 

available data. Problems not considered include questions of relation-

ship between stru.cture variables and behavior setMngs, th~ sex, social 

class., ancf family situations of the subjects, and also questions of ~-. ·. 

relationship between major variables of the descriptive scheme. These 

are some pos~ibilities for ~uture investigations which would : ·use the 

present data. 

Aspects of Behavior Structure 

Number and Duration of Episode Linkages 

Table 2 shmvs so.me of the results from the study of linkages 1n 

the 16 reco:ms; the sp~tial groupings separate the twelve physically 
' normal Midwest children., Mary Chaco through Claire Graves, from the four 

physically handicapped children., Wally Wolfson through Ve~rie Trennell. 
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Within each group, the children are listed here and in subsoquent 

tables in o~er of increasing age·. 

The first colunm shows that the number of linkages in each record 

varied from 135 to 683,' with a. median for the Midwest children of 428. 

In order t,o make valid comparisons between the different children, 

•· it was. necessary to adjust the figures in Colunm l for differences 

between children in length of day record. The difference in time between 

the longest record (Uary Ennis; 14 hrs., 27 mins.) i,µid. the shortest 

(Lewis Hope,;; 11 hrs., 8 mins. ) was 3 hours and 19 minutes. Obviously., 

such diffemnces·'must be taken into account in comparisons which are, in 

part, dependent upon the duration· of the record. Therefore, the figures 

given in Column i were adjusted for these time difference~ by applying 

the formula below to the data from each record. This reduced all 

records to the temporal base of the shortest day-, i.e., 11 hrs., 8 mins. 

Adjusted N of linkages : Duration of shortest record /Actual no. of link-) 
in record X Duration of record X \ ages in record X 

The adjusted numbers of linkages.are. given in Column 2, w~ich shows a 

range from 105 to 683. The differences between children are not dis:.. 
,~ • • I 

tributed randomly; there is a rolationshiJ? with ·a~e, as. shown by a rank 
' ' 

order correlation coefficient between adjusted_number of linkages and age 

of --.67, significant beyond tho l percent level•* 

* The term 111evelll as used in connection ,tlth tests ot statistical 
significance refers to an absolute probability, P, i.e., a "two tailed" 
test of significance. For example., the phrase~ "5 percent level of 
significancen· and 11P equals .0511 are synoeymous. 
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In Colum 3 of Table 2, the average number of episodes per linkage 

is given for each child. Here, Jimll'\Y' had·the smallest average, 1.56, 
and Claire the largest, J.66. The median for the Midvrest children is 

2.35. Again, rel~t:i.onship with age is apparent from inspection of the 

table; and this is demonstrated by a rank.order correlation of .73, 
significant well beyond the 1 percent level. 

Finally, the data on.average duration of linkage are shmm in 

Column 4. For these values, the range is 0.98 minutes_ to 6.37 minutes, 

the median duration is 1.88 minutes, and the correlation with age +.67, 

definitely significant, again. The data in Columns .3 and 4 are not, 

of course, independent of those in Column 2; :for, with length of record 

held constant, where the total number of linkages in a re~ord is smaller, 

each linkage must include more episodes and last longer. 

These data indicate that for the 1older ··children there is con-

sistently a higher degree of connectedness among the episodes; the older 

children tend to keep more activities going at a given time; they more . . 

frequentzy begin a nevr action while still finishing an earlier one. On 
. ' 

. the other.hand, the younger children are more often completely.absorbed 

by ·a single action. and .. do not as frequently' begin a new one without 
' ceasing the earlier action. Typical sequences for younger and older 

child~n S:re shown in Figure 3. Five linkages a.re shown for the younger 

child and one for the older-; the data in Column 2 show -that in some cases, 

as in that of Lewis (2~11) versus Claire (10-9), this ratio is more than 

6 to 1. 

There is no suggestion of a difference.in the linkage-patterns of 

disabled and normal children. This is of some importance for its 
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Table 2 

?lumber, Partition, and Duration of Episode Linkages 

Col. l Col, 2 Col. J Col. 4 
Child Age to Actual No. Adj. No. Ave. No. Ave. 

Nearest Mo. of Link- of Link- of Episodes Duration 
(yrs • -mos. ) ages ages* per Linkage (Minutes) 

. Mary Chaco (UC) 1-10 667 626 1.65 1.06 

Jimmy Sexton (JS) 1-11 656 653 1.56 1.02 

Lewis Hope (LH) 2-11 683 683 1.95 0.98 

Dutton Thurston (DT) 3-10 544 471 2.13 1.42 

Margaret Reid (MR) 4-6 427 351 2.48 1.87 
Maud Pintner (MP) 5-0 499 491 2.39 1.36 ,. 

Roy Eddy (RE) 6-2 249 206 2.80 3.24 
Ben Hutchings (BH) 7-4 296 26h 2.28 2.53 
Ray Birch (RB) 7 ... 4 430 353 2.32 1.89 
lfary Ennis (ME) 8-7 370 285 2.62 2.34 
Douglas Crawford (DC) 9-2 307 240 J.o6 2.78 

Claire Graves (CG) 10-9 135 105 J.66 6.37 
' 

Wally Wolfson (WW) 4 .. 3 390 381 2.32 1.75 
Sue Dewall {SD) 7 ... 1 1.38 ll3 5.59 5.66 
Bobby Bryant (BB) 7-4 225 19.3 J.OJ J.4, 
Verne Trennell. (VT) 1-5 307 238 J.18 2.80 

*Adjusted for differences between children in length of daY record 
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suggestion that peripheral disablement does not necessarily interfere 

with behavior complicat:tons of the kind occurring in long linkages,; Of 

especial significance in this regard is the fact that Sue Dewall, despite 

severe motor disability, bad the highest number of episodes per linkage. 

Levels of Overlap in Linkages 

Table 3 shows the percent of linkages occurring at each. of the four 

levels of episode . overlapping illustrated in Figure 2 It is clear from 

this table that single links or isolated episodes are preponderant. A. 
. -

trend, suggested by inspection, toward a higher percentage of linkages 

:1.n the older Midwest children at the dual, triple, and quadruple lcwlc 

of overlapping is not demonstrated by a significant rank correlation 

when each level is trea~ed apart from the others. 

It is important to note that ever, unit contributing to the percents 

in the single column represents a single isolated episode, whereas in 

the other columns, each unit must include at least 2 episodes and often 

as man;r as 25 or JO. Table 4 gives the percent of episodes at the triple 

and quadruple levels. For example, Table 3 .shows that only 2 percent of 

the linkages in l{ary Chaco•s record occurred at these levels of over-

lapping but, from Table 4, we see that this 2 percent included 8 percent 

of the episodes in Maryt s day. This discrepancy is even more strildng .. 

l'i"itb the older children. Thus, although 7 percent of the linkages in ._ 

Douglas Crawfor.d•s record occurred on the triple or quadruple levels, the 

episodes in these linkages comprised 32 percent of all the episodes in 

his day .• 

The percents in Table 4 for the Midwest children range from 3 to 

41, with a median of .31. These values show a rank· correlation with 



Table 3 

Percent of Linkages at Each of 
Four Levels of Episode Overlapping 

Child Single Dual Triple Quadruple 

Mary C. 72 26 2 0 

Jimmy 79 20'· 1 ·o 
Lewis 69 26 5 0 

Dutton 67 29 4 0 

'Margaret 63 .32 5 0 

Maud 65. 28 6 l 

Roy 62 .30 7 l 

Ben 71 22 6 l 

Ray 66 29 5 0 

Mary E. 66 29 4 l 

Douglas 57 36 7 0 

Claire 60 33 6 1 

·tially 67 28 4 l 

Sue 57 32 9 2 

Bobby 56 37: 5 2 

Verne 68 26 5 l 



age of .61, significant beyond the 1 percent level. There is no evidence 

. in these data that disabled children cannot have as many complex link-

ages of episodes· as normal children. 

The triple and quadruple levels of '.episode overlapping represent the 

most complex behavior structure in our records. That the proportion of 

episodes in complex patterns of interconnected behavior units should 

increase with age is not surprising in view of findings from psychological 

tests and experiments which have demonstrated increase.with development 

Table 4 

Percent of Episodes Occurring YJithin Linkages 
at Triple and Quadruple Levels of Overlapping 

Child-

Mary O. 

Jimrey-

Lewis 

Dutton 

Margaret 

Maud 

Wally 

Sue 

Percent of 
Episodes 

8 

.3 
21 

22· 

26 

.36 

23 

49 

Child 

Roy 

Ben 

Ray 

1Jary E. 

Douglas 

Claire 

Bobby 

Verne 

Percent of 
Episodes 

· 34 
32 
31 

32 

.32 

41 

30 

32 
in the complexity of numerous psychological processes. Our findings, 

however, add to other evidence that children in their everyday iives not 

only can, but do, engage in more complex behavior as they grow older. 



Number and Duration of Episodes 

Table 5 presents, for episodes, data· comparable to those shown 

in Table 2 for linkages. The actual number of episodes in each record 

is given in Column l. -Just as with linkages,-the original number of 

episodes is not directly comparable from record to record awing to 

dii'i'erences between the children in length of day. Consequently, these 

figures were adjusted by a formula analogous to that used with the number 

of linkages. The adjusted figures are shown in Column 2,. 

It will be seen that · the actual number of episodes for the N.idwest 

children ranges from a low of 49h, for Claire, to 1335, £or Lewis, with 

a median of 1013; when length of day is reduced to the shortest day 

(ll hours, 8 minutes), .the rang~ is from 383 to 1335. Thf:}se figures 

for Claire and Lewis represent a striking difference in the behavioral 

partitioning of the two days. Claire's day was made up of a relatively 

small number.of large parts. Several of Claire1s episodes·lasted as 

long as .50 minutes, one of them ~- hours. Lewis, on the other hand, 

engaged in faw long episodes. His day consisted or many small parts. 

Comparisons of other older and younger children reveal similar,differ-

ences. 

The age relationship suggested by inspection of these data is'~orne 

·,; out by a rank correlation coefficient of -.61, significant beyond the l 

percent level. Column 3 presents the same results in different terms. 

These figures were obtained by dividing the total number of minutes in 

the day by the actual number of episodes for each child. The age 

relationship for Column 3. is, 0£ course, identical with that of Column 2 



Table 5 
Number and.Average Duration-of Episodes 

Col. 1 Col. 2 Col • .3 

Actual No, Adj. No. Average 
Child Age of Episodes of Episodeaif- Duration 

(minutes) 

Mary C. 1-10 1103 1036 o.64 
Jimmy 1-11 1027 1022 o.65 
Lewis 2-11 1335 1335 o.,'o 
Dutton 3-10 1159 10o4 o.66 
:Margaret 4-6 1059 885 0.75 
:Maud 5-o 1196 1178 0.57 

Roy 6-2 699 519 1.15 

Ben 7-4 675 603 -1.11 

Ray 7-4 1000 821 o.e1 
Mary E. 8-7 969 746 o.B9 
Douglas 9-2 940 735 0.91 

Claire 10-9 L.94 38.3 1.74 

\Vally 4-3 907 887 0.75 
Sue 7-1 771 629 1.01 

Bobby 7-4 68.3 587 1.14 
Verne 7-5 977 759 o.aa 

* Adjusted £or differences between children in length of day. 



with the sign reversed. A finding or" fewer episodes and episodes of longer 

duration aa age increases is clearly established .f'or tpesechildren. 

From inspection of Table. S, it is apparent. t~t the four disabled 
,· 

children do not differ signi£icantly from the Midwest· ~hildren in 
. -

differentiation or their days into episodes. On plot to show relation-

ship with age, the curves for the two groups are. scarcely distingu;t.sh• 

ablelt 

Length of Episodes 

Beginning with Table 6, all reported results are based not upon the 
entire record· ori each subject, but upon the- sample consisting of about 

one hall" of t.~e e~isod~s in each record. 

Lookirig1..t,iret, in.tabie 6, at th~ overall distribution of the 

percents o.f episodes with different ~emporal durations, perhaps· tr.e out-

standing finding :ts that, with· every child, more than 70 percent of the 

episodes lasted less than two minutes. The number of episodes lasting 

2 or more minutes totals no more than 26 percent ~n any case, and, in 

one, amounts to leas than 8 percent~ These findings are consistent · 

with those in Tab~e 3 on average duration of the total number of 
episodes in ea.ch record. We 'have noted that the' mean· duration ranged 

from half n minute to a minute and three quarters·. These data. can be 

said to show that, on the average.,. the, children set out towarq a new 
. . •.• .· .. 

goal c:ice ever:, 45 seconds. Table .6 shows that this average is heavily 

wfighted by~ very shor:t episodes and that relatively few.of the 

episodes lasted more than.five minutes. 

The two rows immediately below the data i'or the Midwest children record 
' ' rank correlations with age., together with significance measures. The 
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coefficients show that correlation between age and length of episode 

is significantly negative for the shortest episodes, and gradual~ 

shifts to positive for longer episodes·until it.reaches a high~ 

significant positive value with the longest episodes. Change from a 

negative to a positive correlation occurs.between the tima intervals 

of JO seconds and one minute. The general]J" prevailing reversal was 

implied earlier by figures on average episode duration for each record; 

but the point at which the shift occurs is shown here.. So also are 

relatively high correlations with· age for the very- short episodes at 

one extreme and the longest episodes at the other. Again there is no 

evidence that the disabled children differed from the Midwest children. 

These data on the .number and duration of eI?isodes ar~ basic data 

on the partitioning of behavior in naturally- occurring situations. 

They show that the children of Midwest did from about 500 to about 1300 

"things" in a day, that the average duration of these comnion'.cy dis-

criminated units of action·was from halt a minute to one and three-

quarters ·minutes, that the number of episodes was negatively correlated 

with age., that the duration .. of episodes was posi tive)Jr correlated with 

age, and that there was no suggestion of evidence that the disabled 

children differed from the normal children in thes~ respects. 

Frequency and Complexity of Overlapping 

Data on episode overlapping are presented in Tables 7 through 11 •. 

They supplement and refine some of the information from analysis of 

linkages. 
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Table 6 

Percent or Episodes with Stated Length 

Child Age ... N .! m 4· ½m ll!i 2m .3m 4"".5 m 

MC 1-10'• 615 50 20 21 4 2 ,, ., ... 
JS l-11 490 54 22 18 4 l l 

' LH 2-lt 653 53 20 17 -G 1 l 

DT 3-lo'' 6.33. 58' 19 .12 4 2 2 

MR 4-6 582 .39 .33 18 4 2 2 

MP 5-0 607 51 2l 18 s 2 1 

RE 6-2 326 29 22 .31 8 3 2 

BH 7-4 .358 ,)2 23 25 9 4 l 

RB 7-4 511 42 18 24, 9 2 2 

ME 8-7: 545 .41 18 27 5 2 .3 
DC 9-2 .. 422 42 20 22 7 2 2 

CG 10-9 233 27 20 28 11 4 4 

Age vs. Column: Tau A· -.·45 ·· -."21 .·45 .54 ,;'44 .62 
Significance Level· ~o.5· .37 .04 .02 .06- .01 

WW 4-3 499. 45 18 25 5 3 2 

SD 7-1 423 40 21 26 4 2 2 

BB 7-4 337 30 20 .30 9 3 3 

VT 7-5 513 36 24 27 5 2 2 

., 11 m 
6-10 m or more 

1 i 

l + 
l .f, 

·2 + 
l 2 

l l 

2 3 

:3 2 

2 l 

2 2 

l 3 
3 

.. 
4 

S9, .74 
.01 .001 

2 .1 

2 ·3 

3 2 

2 2 



To what extent did overlapping ·C?f episodes occur in these re.cord-

ed days? Table 7 answers this question in terms of the percent of all 

episodes iri each record which were found to overlap with one or more 

other episodes:- The table shows that., of the Midwest children, JiJnnV 

behaved in the smallest., and Douglas the largest, proportion of over-

lapping episodes~ as indicated by percents of 51 and 83 respectively'. 

The median percent of overlapping episodes is 73.- A.relationship 

Child: 

Mary C. 

Jinuey' 

Lewis 

Dutton 

Margaret 

Maud 

Sue 

Table 7 
Percent of Episodes Which 

are Overlapping 

Percent of 
Episodes 

53 
51 
67 
·64 

75 
71 

66 

89 

Child 

Roy 

Ben 

Ray 

Mar:,E, 

Douglas-

Claire 

Bobby 

Verne 

Percent of. 
Episodes 

77 
75 
63 

76 

. 83 

78 

80 

74 

between amount of overlapping and age is demonstrated by a rank 

correlation coefficient of .• 61, significant beyond the 1 percent level. 

It appears, then, that only about one-fourth, and never more than one-
. . 

half, of the episodes in the days of these children occulTed in 
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isolation. For the most part, the children did not do one thing at a 

time, they were involved during a greater·part of their time in multiple-

track action. In general, moreover, this was true more frequently of 

the older than of the younger childreni· 

Although Sue, one or the disabled children, has the highest percent-

age of overlapping episodes, the four disabled-children as a group do not 

appear to differ greijtly i'rom the Midwest children on· this variable. The 

relatively high percent for Sue may be a .function of the ubiquity of 

social behavior objects in her life situation. From the descriptions 

of these children in the appendix, it may be noted that Sue spent her 

entire day at the Lawton school where solitude was not often possible. 

Overlapping episodes differ with respect to the number of episodes 

· that overlap with them. · This difference has been measured in two ways. 

We have determined ~or ea.ch overlapping episode, first, the total number 

of other episodes which overlap with it throughout its course and, 

second, the largest number of episodes which overlap with it at any one 

time during its course (see categories 2-and ), above). Results of these 

analyses are shown in Tables 8 and 9. Since the.base for the percents 

in these tables is· the number of overlapping episodes, the N column 

values are not the same as in preceding tables. 

The overall pattern of tho.data in Table 8 shows that most of the 

episodes overlap with only one other episode. Those overlapping with . . 

more than one episode total no more than 30 percent for any,child. 

There is no significant relationship betTreen these percents and. 

age except for the greater-than~~ colu:mn which 1ields a rank correlation 

coef£icient of .So, significant at the 3 percent level. In view of the 
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Table 8 

Percent of Overlapping Episodes Which Rave 
Stated Number of OtµerEpisoo.ea Overlapping 

With Them 

Number of Episodes 

Child N l 2 ) 4 , >5 
Mary C. 327 83 10 2 1 2 2 

Jimn\Y 250 88 6 2 1 i- 2 

Lewis 4.37 73 15 , 3 l 3 
Dutton 1,06 83 10 2 l ... .3 

Margaret 439 82 10 2 2 4- 4· 
Maud 1,32· ·75 17 .3 l l 3. 

Roy 252 82 8 3 0 t 6 

Ben 267 .73 16 2 2 l 5 
Ray 322 80 11 3 1 l 4 
Mary E. 41, 82 9 2 f- 2 4 
Douglas 351 75 16 2 l 1 5 
Claire i82 79 12 3 3 0 4 

Wally 331 80. 12 2 2 1 4 
Sue 315 82 11 1 f- f, 5 
Bobby- 269 8.3 9 1 l 2 5 
Verne 379 84 8 2 1 2 4 



earlier findings to the effect that.the older children had longer 

episodes and shmved more overlapping in linkages, it is,- not surprising 

to find more occurrences or complex overlapping of their episodes. 

Table 9, as mentioned above, shows for each child the percent of 

overlapping episodes which have a stated maximum number of other 

episodes overlapping with them at any one time. 

The data show that simultaneous overlapping with the target episode 

is £or the most part limited to one other unit in these records. 

Simultaneous overlapping of two or more episodes with the target unit 

accounted for percents of overlapping episodes ranging from a low of l, 

in the Jimmy Sexton record, to a high of 21, in the Ben Hutchings 

record, with a median of 9. These percents are somewhat __ higher for the 

older than· ·-ror the younger children. A rank correlation of .38 suggests 

relationship in the expected direction, but the significance of this 

o_oefficient is doubtful (P = .10). 

There is no evidence to suggest that the disabled childrendi!'!er 
. . 

from the'nondisabled with respect to overlapping. 
·, 
.( 

It may- be noted that ~his analy-sis of ep~sodes is similar to that or 
H.nkages, represented above in Table 2. 

. . 

Both' analyses deal with over-
/ 

lap phenomena. While the data in Table 9 are generally consistent with 

those in Table 2, there are di£i'erences which require. explanation. Most 

notably, relationships with, age a.r~ more significant for linkages than 

for episodes. One factor tending· to produce differences b~tween these 

sets of results is the way_in which discontinuity was handled. For the· 

analysis of linkages, interpolated episodes, i.e., episodes occurring 

between segmentA of a discontinuous episoae, were counted as overlapping, 

whereas this did not hold for the episode analysis. Thus, some episodes 
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Table 9 

Percent of Overlapping Episodes Which Have 
Stated Maximum Nwnber of Other Simultaneously 

Overlapping 'Episodes · 

Child·· 

Mary C. 

Jinney' 

Lewis 

Dutton 

Margaret 

Maud 

Roy 

Ben 

Rsy 

Mary E. 

Douglas 

Claire 

Wally 

Sue 

Bobby 

Verne 

· ?lumber of Episodes 

·······N···•·· 1 

327 95 
250 99 

437 84 
4o6 96 

439 91 

4.32 82 · 

252 91 

267 79 
322 91 

415 91 

351 83 

182 87 

. 331 82 

315 90 

· 269 90 

379 93 

i 

2 

5 
l 

16 

4 
9 

18 

9 

20 

9 

9 

17 
13 

11 

10 

lO 

7 

3 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

2 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 
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classified as isolated in the episode analysis were counted as instances 

of dual overlapping in. the linkage anazysis. It will be shown later (see 

p. 72) that the number of interpolated episodes is larger for older 

children. Another factor in this difference is that the percents in the 

two tables are computed from different bases. All episodes in each record 

enter Table 2 but only the overlapping episodes in the sample enter 

Table 9; it has been shown that the ratio of overlapping episodes to total 

number of episodes varies from child to child (see Table 7). 

Type of Overlap 

Overlapping episodes differ with respect to their interpositional 

relations. This is the variable we have attempted to measure by means 

of category 4, Type of Overlap. Results from classification of. over-

lapping episodes according to this eategory: are given in Table 10. The 

table shows that, for every child, most of the overlappin~ episodes 

were of the enclosed type. These and enclosing episodes account for 

about 90 percent of the overlapping in the 16 day records. Interlinking 

episodes are relatively r~; and all combinations of differing types of 

overlap taken together total no more than 11 percent of the overlapping 

units in any case. 

The almost total lack of coinciding episodes, i.e., episodes which 

both begin and end simultaneously, probably refiects an interpretational 

bias on the part of the episoders towarq. combining into a single un:!.t 

discriminable activities which, from another point of view, could be 

treated as separate episodes. Consider, for example, 7-year-old Wilma, 

who walks to school in the morning with her friend, Norah •. As the 



Child 

Mary c. 

JimmY' 
Lewis 

Dutton 

Margaret 

Maud. 

Roy 

Ben 

Ray-

:Mary E. 
Douglas 

Claire 

Wally 

Sue 

Bobby 

Verne 

11 

327 

250 

437 

406 
439 

432 

252 

267 

.322 

415 
351 

182 

331 

375 
269 
319 
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Table 10 

Percent of Overlapping Espisodes of 
Stated Type 

Coin-
ciding 

0 

0 

0 

4-
0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

Enclosing . Enciosed 

27 

28 

20 

23 

15 
19 

16 

13 

25 

17 
15. 
16 

18 
10 

17 
14 

65 
70 

68 

69 
78 
70 

77" 

73 
68 
78 
78 

77 

73 
85 
78 

81 

Inter• 
linking 

4 
0 

3 

4 
l 

.3 

2 

.3 

2 

l 

l 

2 

1 

l 

l 

2 

Combinations 

4 
2 

9 

4 
5 
8 

5 
:µ 

4 
4 
6 

5 

10_ 

3 

3 

3 



episoders saw this behavior, it would be one action, a single episode, 

. Walldng to School with Norah, in_which the activity of being with Norah 

was merely a social part of the total situation. However, it can be 

argued that the being with Norah is an activity which has independence 

and significance as something to·be done, no less than the activity of 

going to school, and that these are real:cy separate, although coterminous 

activities, corresponding to separate, iruie~endent goals. Whatever the 

merits of these alternative interpretations of such behavior, our 

decision in favor of the former is reflected in the near absence of-
.. . 

cod.nciding ·overlap. However·, it must also be considered here that the 

episoders noted only rarely instances-of possible coinciding overlap 

comparable to the one just cited. 

The data from twelve Midwest children indicate that the frequency of 

occurrence· of both enclosing and enclosed episodes is correlated with age. 

Rank order coefficients £or these two types of overlapping respectively 

are -.45 and .• 52, with corresponding significance levels of .05 and .OJ. 

These findings, taken together; give further evidence that the behavior 

of the older children occurred in units of longer duration,- and that the 

older children managed to ma.inta:in.goal directed actions with greater 

persistance in the face' of potential.]¥ interrupting action units. The 

findings are consistant with those reported above on number and duration 

of episodes and linkages. No evidence was found that the disabled children 

differed from the nondisabled. 

Form of Irtterepisode Transition 

Results from category 5, Form of Transition, are shown in Table ll. 

The percents in this table are based upon the total number of episoo.es in 
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the respective samples, not only the overlapping episodes, as in the 

immediately preceding tables. These data· are not entirely independent 

of other results presented above, nor are they duplicative. They repre-

sent a somewhat different approach to the general problem of describing 

the structural interrelationships of episodes. 

Table 11 shows that the different transition forms occur with vary-

ing frequencies in the behavior of different children. In Jilllll\V Sexton's 

record, over 67 percent of the episodes were characterized by abrupt 

termination, while only about 33 percent were characterized by merging 

transitions, i.e., were linked by overlapping with a continuing episode. 

With the older children in general, these percents are reversed. For 

example, they are 37 and 63 respectively for Claire. The median percent 

of merging transitions for the Midwest children is 55. . A rank corre~tion 

of .64 (P = ,01) was obtained between age and percent of episodes marked 

by merging transition, These data substantiate earlier evidence that the 

behavior of the older children was less broken or saltatory than that 

of the younger children. The younger children tended to do things se-

quentially, one at a time; the actions of the older children were more 

interlaced, There is no consistent pattern of difference between the 

disabled and the nondisabled children. 

Continuity and Interpolation 

The final results on structural chara.cteristics of behavior are 

given in Tables 12 and 13 which shovr data on the continuity of episode 

course and on the incidence of interpolated episodes, i.e., episodes 

occurring between segments of discontinuous units. From Table 12 it is 



Table 11 

Percent of Episodes with Stated Form 
of Transition at Point of Termination 

Child N Abrupt Merging 

Mary C. 615 66 34 

Jimrey" 490 67 33 

Lewis 6)3 .54 46 
Dutton 63.3 55 45 
Margaret 582 4o 60 

Maud 607 48 52. 

Roy 326 .38 62 

Ben .358 42 58 
Ray 511 56 44 
Mary E •. 545 38 62 

Douglas 422 34 66 

Claire 23.3 37 63 

Wally 499 48 52 
Sue 42.3 24 76 

Bobby .337 38 62 

Verne 513 39 61 
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apparent that discontinuous episodes comprise a very small proportion 

of the total number; the largest value in the table is 3 percent for 

Bobby Bryant. There is no correlation between age and the percents in·, 

the table~ 

Child 

Mary C. 

Jimmy 

Lewis-· 

Dutton 

'J.Iargaret -· · 

Maud· 

Vfally 

Sue 

Table 12 

Percent of Episodes 
Which are Discontinuous 

Percent 
of Episodes 

l 

1 

.2 

2 

2 

·2 

Child 

Roy 

Ben 

RaY 
Mary· E. 

· Douglas 

Claire 

Bobby 

Verne 

·Percent 
0£ Episodes 

2 

1 

2 

2· 

2 

.3 
:2 

The data in Table 13 on percent of interpolated episodes suggest 

some correlation.with age, as indicated by a rank correlation coef- · 

ficent of .42, with a P of .07. Thus, there is indication that, while 

the proportion of discontinuous episodes remains rough:cy, constant from 

record to record, the proportion of units interpolated between the 
' different segments of these discontinuous episodes tends .to be some-. 

what larger for the older children. Thia finding could be taken to 
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suggest manifestation under natural4" occurring conditions of 2l. increase 

with age in ability to sustain need tension corresponding to an in-

complete action. 

The findings in Tables 12 and 13 on the disabled children differ 

little from those on the nondisabled. A weak tendency is apparent in 

Table 13 tows.rd more interpolated episodes for the disabled children 

than for their nondisabled.age-ma.tes. Bobby Bryant had more interpolated 

episodes than even the .oldest nondisabled child, A possible psycholo-

gical correlll.te 

Child 

Uary c. 

Ji1111IG" 

Lewis 

Dutton 

Margaret 

Maud 

Wally 

Sue 

of peripheral motor disability suggested here is an 

Table 13 

Percent of Episodes 
Which are ,Interpolated 

Percent 
of Episodes 

l 

1 

3 

7 

4 
7 

4 
6 

Child 

Roy 

Ben 

Ray 

J!ary E. 

Douglas 

Claire 

Bobby 

Verne 

Percent 
of Episodes 

9 

2 

5 
8 

2 

8 

12 

7 

increased ability to maintain tension toward the goal of an incomplete 

action through a number of interpol~ted episodes. 



Conditions Related to Behavior Structure 

Turning now from purely structural characteristics of behavior, 

some related factors and conditions will be considered. 

Actone Interference 

Table 14 presents data on interference between actones implement-

ing the actions in every two-unit overlap which occurred in the sample 

from each record. It is emphasized that the N upon which the percents 

of Table 14 are based is neither the ·number of episodes in the sample 

nor the number of overlapping episodes, but the number of pair relation'-

ships bet\veen simultaneously overlapping units. 

Previously reported data show that these children did two or more 

things at a time in one-halt to three-fourths of the episodes and that 

the younger children complicated their lives in this way less frequently 

than the older children. The present results.tell us something about 

how this overlapping is accomplished. 

Table 14 indicates that, for most of the children, overlapping 

was accomplished most frequently by utilizing partly the same actones 

in the two episodes, as when Ray Birch, while riding his bike to school, 

glanced back to .see whether the observer was keeping up with him. For 

the Midwest children, the percents of cases involving partly same actones 

range from · 22 to 60 with a median or 44. 
When the actones specific to the two episodes occur simultaneous'.cy', 

they are characteristically different, as when the child is Eating Supper 

and Listening to Conversation. The simultaneous occurrence of different 

actones accounts for between 25 and 56 percent of the cases of two-



Child N 

MC 198 

JS 164 
LB 326 

DT 266· 

MR .364 
MP 328 

RE·· 196 

13H 219 

RB 234 

ME 319 

DC .303° 

co 129 

.ffi'f ·240 

· sn .'.318 

BB 230 

V'l' 309 
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Table 14 

Percent ot Tiro-Episode Relationships with 
Statedfypeof Actone Interference 

Sirnul- Simul- Alter-
taneous taneous Partly nating 

Same Different Same Different 
·1 2 .· 3a Jb 

2 44 46 7 
·· 1 34 Sf 8·· 

2 46 .35 1.3. 

4 25 60 8 

3 34 22 39 
l :Sl' 27, 1s 
2 42 48 5 
.. 29 ·.37 30·, 

2 .31 55 10 

2 . :35 ·,2· 10 

4-. 4i 42 14 
0 56 41 2· 

2 36 44 12· 

2 42 50 3 
l 56 18 - 20 

2 38 47 8 

Alter-
nating 

Same CNJ 
4 
1 

2 0 

1 3 

2 + 
,2 :1 

6 t 
-·'1> 

.. :2 
,. 

_+, 4 
'i :l . 
0 ·.l 

'· 

l 2 

0 ·l 

·1{ ·l 

l 1 
'.~. 

3 .2 
.. ~-

'2· ' .3 



episode overlap; the median percent is 38. Simultaneous occurrence 

of the same aotonos was rare in these records, totaling no more than 

4 percent in: any case. 

When the actones specific to the two episodes occur in aiternat!on, 

they generally are diffarent and only rarely a.re the same. The percents 

of cases involvit1g the alternating occurrence or different actones 

range from 2 to 39 with a median of 10 while the alternating occurrence 

of the same actones accounts for no more than 6 percent of the cases in 

any record. 

Considering the data in·Table 14 in terms of the interference 

continuum described earlier, the distribution of the median values is 

highest at the point of medium interference and that it takes a form 

which, although approximately normal, is noticeabl,y skewed toward the 
. . 

low end of the interference continuum. From these data it would appear, 

then, that when overlapping occurs, the a.ct one manifolds 1r1ediating the 

two episodes are, in general, neither highly congruent nor seriously 
. ', 

interfering; rather, the degree of interference between the two sets of 

actones is usually either medium or between medium and low. 

There ·appears to be no relation between the data of Table 14 and 

age. Neither do the results on the disabled children differ in any 

consistent way from those on the nondisabled children. 

_Incidence of Contained Episodes 

Table 15 shows the incidence of contained episodes in each record, 

expressed as the percent of the number of overlapping episodes. For the 

Midwest children these percents range from a low of 4 for Margaret and 

Ray to 14 for Claire with a median value of 8. There is no correlation 



between these data and age.. Among the i' our disabled children., the range 

is as great as· that for the Midwest children., i.e., 2 to 12. -These 

results are important to a study of behavior structure because contained 

episodes constitute a spe•cial source of overlapping. Each episode con-. . ' 

tributing to the. percentages in Table 15 is a part or a larger., uni-

directional wiit from which the part is segregated s~lely on the basis 

of its high relative potency. The data of Table 15 indicate that the 

Child 

tfa.ry o. 

_J ilniey' 

Lewis 

Dutton 

Margaret 

Maud 

Wally 

Sue 

Table 15 
Percent of overlapping Episodes 

Which are Contained 

Percent 
of Episoqes 

10 

6 

9 

9 

4 
9 

12 

8 

Child 

Roy 

Ben 

Ray 

Yary E-

Douglas 

Claire 

Bobby 

Veme 

Percent 
of Episodes 

7 
10 

4 
7 

7 

14 

2 

6 

frequency with which parts or episodes become so segregated varies from 

child. to child. It may_ be that equal or even greater variati·on occurs 

for the same child in different situations. An adequate accounting for 

these variations could be made only by a special investigation. 



Relative Weight . 

Table 16 gives tho results from classifying overlapping episodes 

according to relative: weight. These data show that between 65 per-
·i 

cent and 85 percent or·the overlapping episodes were of primacy weight 

for at least·a part of their duration. Or, conversely; only 15 to 35 
percent of the overlapping episodes never reached a rank order potency 

higher than socondar,r. Episodes v,hich were never less than primary, tied 

total between 55 and 72 percent of the overlapping units. There are no 

significant relationships here with.age, nor do there appear to be 

group differences between the disabled and the nondisabled children. 

Episode tn1tiation 

Table 17 gives data on episode initiation. The results for the 

Midwest children form a clear pattern. For all but two children the 
. 

percent of sponta.11eous starts is greater than the percent of ;instigated 
' t 

starts ,vhich is, in every case, much greater than the percent of 

pressured starts. Ignoring the size of the differences, it ~s possible 
. . . 

to measure the consistency or this highest, next highest, and lowest 
., 

pattern for spontaneous, instigated, and pressured sta:rts respective]¥ 

among these twelve children by Kendall's coefficient of concordance, W 

(10, P• 81)• This coefficient for the Midwest children was found to 

be .862, significant well beyond the l percent level. This statistic 

indicates that the consistency of the initiation pattern among these • 

children is greater than could be expected on the basis of chance alone. 

The data show that observable instigation from without operated in a 

lesser degree than spontaneous initiat:i.on of episodes in the days of t~ese 

children. 
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Table 16 

Percent of Overlapping Episodes 
With Stated Relative Weight 

Relative Weight 

,, 
l l 2 

\41 19 20 

' .51 12 21 

·37 18 23 

22 42 27 

·:45 27 15 
40 28 .J.4 

•.· 39 21 24 
:_ 29 35 18 

: 22 37 31 

33 23 35 

3L 37 17 
42 19 23 

. 37 25 . 26 

45 20 27 

27 38 24 
42 22 25 
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Child 

Mary C. 

Jimmy 

Lewis 

Dutton 

Margaret 

Maud 

Roy 

Ben 

Ray 

Mar.r E. 

Douglas 

Claire 

Wally 

Sue 

Bobby 

Verne 

Table 17 

Percent of Episodes 1rlth Stated 
Type or Initiation 

Spontaneous Instigated Pressured 

59 35 5 
58 40 2 

62 35 2 

62 34 4 
49 43 8 

56 42 2 

49 45 4-
L.o. 50 7 
56 L.o 3 
53 42 .3 
60 .3L. 3 
h2 54 0 

50 47 2 

L.5 54 l 

36 6.3 l 

44 53 2 

Can Uot Judge 

4-

4-
l 

I-

4-
6 

3 
·l 

2 

1 

5 

2 

i 
1 

l 



There is a weak negative relationship between ago and percent 0£ 
' spontaneously initiated episodes, as shown by a rank correlation 

' coefficient of -.JJ. Although ·it does not meet c1lsto:mary standards. 0£ 

significance (P = .16), this coefficient suggests greater spontaneity 

in· the initiation o:r' action units runong the. younger children. It does 

not follow, hmrever, that this is necessarily a function of age per 

se. It has .been shmm elsewhere (3) that children of different ageo 

enter different behavior settings and that different behavior settings 

require different kinds of behavior. On.e possibility is that many 

behavior settings entered by the older children, e.g., school settings, 

organized group meetings, a.re more directly coercive with regard to 

particular 'molar actions than are. the settings in wh.ich the younger 

children spend much of their time, e.g., Home Indoors. An analysis or 
episode initiation in different behavior settings might very well 

produce more de~initive trends than those suggested in th~ present data. 

The da~e in Table 17 on the disabled children provide an interesting 

contrast with the data on t~e Midwest children; the pattem.mentioned 

above is partially rtlversed· in that, for three of the.four disabled 

children, the percent of instigated starts exceeds the percent of spon-

taneous starts. The coefficient of concordance, W, for this pattern is 

.813, significant at the 5 percent level, which means that its con-

sistency- among the children is greater than chance allows. Thus we see 

that the Midwest children tended to have consistently higher percents 

or spontaneous starts an~ the disabled children tended to have con-

sistently higher percents of instigated starts. 
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In interpreting this reversal, differences in behavior settings 

again seem important. Sue Dewall spent her entire day, and Verne 

Trenell spent a large part of his day, in the Lawton school where 

individual freedom was necessarily limited by group routines. Bobby 

Bryant, who has the highest percent of instigated starts, vras constantly 

s~ounded by solicitous associates. 

Episode Issue 

Table 18 shows the results on category 11, Issue of Episode •. In 

accordance with the original itemization of the categor,:, iasuas are 

grouped in the table according· to whether the episode r'TB.S judged to be 

complete or incomplete. 

In view of the results of the agreement tests on this category 

perhaps the most dependable finding is the one on completeness of 

episodes. Complete units make up between 72 and 83 percent of all 

episodes for the ltidwest children with a median of 76 percent. The 

percents of incomplete episodes range from 4 to 17 with a median of 11. 

The data indicate, further,.a negative relationship between age and 

percent of incomplete episodes, shmm by a rank correlation coefficient 

of -.74, significant well beyond the 1 percent level. These data indi-

cate, therefore, that all of the children usually finished things they 

started, but that the younger children stopped short of the goal more 

frequently than the older children. 

A somewhat surprising result shown in Table 18 is the low frequency 

of occurrence of success, frustration, and failure. Summing the percents 

for these three issues for each of the children, the resulting values 

range from less than 1 percent to 7 percent with a median of 2 percent. 



Table 18 

Percent of Episodes with Stated Issue 

·Issue of Complete Episodes 

Total Can 
Acquit-- Attain- Gratifi- Sue- Consum~ Completed Not 

Child tance ment cation cess Sat•d Other Episodes Judge. 

MC 9 8 2 2 4 49 74 10 
JS 10 8 1 2 8 44 73 12 
m 11 7 3 l 3 56 80 9 
DT 16 9 4 4 6 32 72 12 
MR 12 10 .2 i 1 2 47 74 10 
MP ' 8 4 l' +. 2 63 78 10 
RE 10 5 ·2 2 2· 52 74 15 
BH li 8 2 1 2 49 13 16 
RB 16 15 .2 2 .7 40 81 10 
ME J.4 5 1 2 3 60 83 10 
DC 12 6 ... .., 2 58 79 12 
CG 13 3 3 to + 61 81 15 

12 5 l 1- 3 49 71 10 
SD 20 3 4 1 i, 51 78 11 
BB 13 4 2 l 3 63 86 9 
VT 11 2 2 l 1 60 76 9 

Issue of Incomplete Episodes 

Nonattain- Frustra- Cons. Not Total 
Child ment tion· Failure Sat•d Other Incomplete 

MC 2 3 .(. 6 6 17 
JS 2 0 0 5 7 J.4 LH 1 l 0 4 5 11 
DT 5 3 + 5 l 12 
MR 5 2 0 5 3 15 
MP 1 't 0 3 6 11 
RE l 1 0 6 3 11 
BH 8 1 0 2 11 
RB 1 2 4 2 9 
?i!E 

'" 
,0 i 3 3 6 

DC 1 ,f- 0 3 5 9 
CG t 0 0 2 l 4 
vm 2 t 0 8 8 18 
SD 1 0 0 5 4 10 
BB 2 0 0 1 2 5 
VT 4- 1 t 5 9 15 
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Life £or these children appears to have been less a matter of high ups 

and low downs than one might be led to expect from the amount of 

attention of'.t,en given to these outcomes 0£ action in research and 

writings on children's behavior. 

It is interesting to compare the percents of "good" outcomes, i.e., 

attainment, gratification, and success, ·with the percents of "bad" 

outcomes, i.e., nonattainment, frustration, and failure. For every child, 

.the percent of good outcomes or endings is higher than the percent of 

bad endingsJ for the Midwest children, the median percents are ll and 2, 

respectively. While the differences between the percents ~£ good and 

bad endings are not.great (median difference= 7·percent), the con-

sistency of this relation from child to child is striking. 

Both good and bad endings show weak negative correlations 'With age. 

The rank correlation coefficient_be~ween age and percent good endinzs 

is -.36 (P = .ll) and ~a -.42 (P = .07) for bad endings. Note that the 
' ' 

decrease with age is slightly more pronounced for bad than for good 

endings. 

A somewhat similar trend is apparent in the data on consummatory 

episodes. The rank correlation coefficient between age and percent 

consummatory episodes is -.45, significant at the; percent level. 

Considering the nonsatiated consumnation issues alone, the rank corre-

lation with age is -.53, significant at the 2 percent level. Activity 

valued as an end in itself evidently declined with age. 

Final]3r, we note t~e relatively high frequency of occurrence of the 

issue, acquittance. This issue is 9hecked, it may- be recalled, for very 

short and unimportant episodes. The table shows that acquittance issues 
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account for between 8 and 18 percent of all episodes. This would 

indicate that a sizeable portion of tho episodes in these records consists 

of uni ts best described as brief distractions from the main course of 

events. 

Once agajn there is no suggestion of difference between the disabled 

and the nondioabled children. It is noted especially that these data 

offer no evidence to support a contention that motor disability neces-

sarily implies more frequent occurrence of bad episode endings. 

Episode Termination 

Table 19 presents findings on episode termination. The overall 

pattern shown by these data is even more consistent than that for the 

data on episode initiation. For every child the rank order is the same, 

viz., spontaneous, environmental cess~tion, instigated, and pressured 

in order of mention. Thus for the JJidwest children, this pattern yields 

a coefficient of concordance; w, of l.O. Although this coefficient 

leaves out of account the size of the differences between the four 

possible kinds of termination, the table shows large differences between 

columns. These findings, together with those reported above on episode 

initiation, indicate that these children displayed marked independence 

in starting and stopping their action units; they were not often forced 

to start or stop their activities. 

In general, the data for the disabled children follow the pattern 

of those for the Midwest children, i.e., the percents have the same rank 

order, The disabled children, however, have somewhat lower percents of 

spontaneous and pressured terminations than the Midwest children. This 

trend is in the same direction as that noted above for episode initiation, 
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Table 19 

Percent of Episodes With 
Stated Type of Termination 

Environmental 
Spontaneous 

62 

62 

65 
65 
57 
62 

51 
59 
67 

66 

63 

59 

54 
55 
56 
52 

Instigated 

11 

11 

8 

10 

11 

ll 

11 

10 

8 

5 
9 

6 

14' 
8 

9 

13 

Cessation 

18 

22 

19 

16 

21 

18 

26 

21 

19 

22 

17 
23 

24 
26 

29 

27 

Pressured 

6 

2 

4 
3 

6 

4 
2 

4 
1 

2 

5 
0 

2' 

1 

l 

2 

Can.Not Judge 

4 
2 

4 
6 

5 
6 

10 

7 

5 
6 

6 

12 

6 

10 

6 

6 



but here the difference is less clear cut~ The two sets or data S"'J.ggast, 

however, that behavior structure was de'termined more by external forces 

among the disabled children~ 

Summary of Results and Conclusions 

The larger significance of the data on behavior structure is neces-

sarily-limited at the present time because other facts about the structure 
. . 

of naturally occurring behavior are not known and because current theories 

do not focus on behavior structure~ However, suggestions arising out or 
the data are presented below together with a summary of the main findings 

of the study. '. ... 
Reliability of Structure .Analysis 

Perhap_s . the most important single result of the study is the demon.:. 

stration_th~t the stream of behavior has characteristics which can be 

reliably describ~d in terms, of behavior structure, as here defined.. The 
< :• 

' 
ev;dence supporting this conclusion is of three kinds, name:cy, (1) the 

degree-of agreement wi,th which records can be episoded, (2) the degree 

of agreement with which de~criptive categories can be applied to epi-

sodes by independent workers; and (3) the internal consistency of 

different aspects of the structu~ data, 

The results of the episoding agreement tests (see pages 16-19) 

range from 72 to 92 percent identification of the estimated true num-

ber of episodes by both of two independent · episoders This means that 

the behavior of children, as reported in the specimen records used in 

the study, displays structural characteristics of sufficient clarity to 

permit quite highly consistent discrimination of episodes as units of 

behavior structure, 
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Systema.tic agreement tests were made . for four of the twelve des-

criptive categories (categories 7, 10, ll, and 12). In these tests, 

independent analysts made. identical judgments upon !>9 to 91 percent of 

the episodes. The lQWest of the agreements indicates that this judgment 

was made with . only low . assurance that another analyst would agree upon 

the judgment of a particular episode. Nevertheless, even this degree 

of agreement allows the.category to be used in some kinds of analysis. 

Indirect evidence that £ive of the categories (categories 2, 3, 4, 5, 
and 6) had sufficient reliability for our purposes was available. This 

evidence was afforded by the satisfactory results of the episoding 

reliability. tests inasmuch as each of these categories deals with an 

aspect ~f behavior structure identified in the episodi.~g process. Three 

categories {categories l, 8, and 9) were used despite the absence of 

reliability. ~ata. 
I 
] 
r-

General Characteristics of Behavior Structure 

Our data show that the Midwest children did about 1,000 "things," 

on the average, 1n· one day •. These episodes of behavior generally lasted 

less than one minute; al.though they ranged in length from a few seconds 

to two hours. Clusters of interconnected episodes, called linkages, 

usually numbered about 400 per recorded day, lasted about two minutes, 
I 

and included an average of two episodes. 

One-half to three-quarters or the episodes were involved in some 

kind of overlapping with one or more other episodes. This is to say that 

the children very often -did more than one thing at a time. However, the 

number of action units which occurred at one time was sharply limited; 

only about ten percent of the overlapping episodes had more than one other 



episode overlapping with them~ Most of the overlapping episodes occurred 

as units intervening between the beginning and ending of a longer epi-

sode. More than half of all episodes ended by merging structuralzy into 

the subsequent unit. 

The incidence of .discontinuous episodes, i.e., episodes ,vhich were 

started, abandoned, and later resumed, was low; such episodes made-up 
. . 

no more th~ 2 percent of those in any of the day records on Midwest 

child.ran. Interpolated ~pisodes, i.e., units occurring between _segments 

of discontinuous episodes, also were infrequent, totaling 4 to 6 percent 

of a11 episodes in the record. 

As noted above., the children did two or more things simultaneouszy 
•, ' ' 

in one-half' to three-quarters of the episodes~ For most of the children., 

this was usually accomplished by using some of the same actones in both 

episodes as well · as some acto~es that were unique to a particular over-

lapping unit. Often, however, overlapping was effected by the simul-

taneous employment of actones unique to each of the overlapping wiits. 

In general, when overlapping occurred, the actone manifolds mediating 

the two episodes were neitner high:cy, congruent nor seriously interfering. 
' Vlhile most of the episodes in each record were identified on the 

. . t 

basis or their directional properties, some were 0discriminated·sole13" m 

the basis of their high potency. These so-called contained episodes 

made up.between 4 and 14 percent of the episodes in each record. 

Few of the episodes in these records were initiated in response to 

direct pressure on the child. Most of them started with apparent spon-

taneity, while others, about one-third to one-half o:f the total :per 

day, were initiated in response to observable change in the child's 

situation other than direct pressure. 



These children ultilriately completed during the .course or the day 

more than ·70 percent of the things ~hey started. Incomplete episcaes, 

i.,e •. , those in which ,the child did not reaoh his objective., comprised 
.' .-.,; 

leas than 20 percent of the episodes in every record. For every child, 

the percent of episodes having "good" endings or issues (attainment., 

gratification., or success) ,,:was higher than the percent having "bad" 

endings (nonattainment, , frustration., or failure). The· difference in 

favor. of. "good" endings was usually about· 7 percent. These data on 

episode completeness and issue suggest that the Midwest culture 

provided psychologically satisfying situations £or children. Perhaps 

most students of child behavior would agree that situations which enable 

the child to complete most of the · things he starts and in which the 

proportion of stgood" endings exceeds the proportion of "bad" onos are 

likely to favor healthy psychological development. 

The data show that most of the episodes terminated spontaneouszy. 
"7 .. 

These children were not often subjected to pressure to cease an activity', 

but episode termination in response to other kinds of external change 

was quite common. Taken together, the results on episode initiation and 

termination indicate•that the children displayed marked independence in 

starting and stopping action units; they were not often forced to start 

or stop, These findings throw some additional light upon the nature 

of the psychological livirig conditions which children found •in Midwest. 

Like results on episode initiation and_termination would seem improbable 

in a highly restrictive. culture. It wouJd·· appear that flexibility and 

freedom in at least some aspects of behavior were characteristic of the 

stage upon which these-children played their roles. 
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Relationships Bet\veen Structure Variables and Age 

Since the subjects of this study ranged in-age from 2 to 10 years, 

it was possible to investigate relationships between behavior structure 

and age. The clearest of these relationships concern the number and 

duration of episodes and the .complexity of behavior structure. 
~-·· 

The younger children.did more things in a day and their action units 

were, on the whole, shorter than those of the older children. These data 

on the partitioning of behavior in naturally occurring.situations show 

that, for these children, ·the number of \lnits {both episodes and link-

ages) was negatively correlated with age and that the average duration 

of units was positively correlated with age. 

The complexity of the child.rents behavior structure increased With 

age. This is evidenced by the findings that the older children as 

compared with the younger shmred 

more episodes in each linkage; 

more overlapping episodes;· 

more instances of 3 or.more simultaneously overlapping episodes; 

more instances of 5 or more sequentially overlapping.episodes; 

more episodes which ended by merging into the subsequent behavior 
unitJ 

more episodes interpolated bet\1een the segments of discontinuous 
episodes; 

more completed episodes. 

These findings appear to be mutually supporting_. They produce an 

overall picture of marked differences in structural characteristics of 

behavior between younger and older· children. The younger children tend-

ed to do things sequentially, one et a time1 to shift'frequently fr01u 
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one_action to another., and to perse:vere in a given activity a relatively 

short time., whereas the older children tended to engage in actions of 

longer duration., to pursue more than one action at a given time., and to 

carr.r to completion a higher proportion of.their episodes, 

The internal consistency of these findings., i.e~., the_ fact that 

different indices-of behavior complexity show the same trend toward 

greater complexity iii the behavior or older children and that none 0£ 

the findings are at odds with this trend, provides further evidence i'or 

the reliability or the present methods• 

TheseOdata on relationships between behavior structure and age 

present points of affinity nth certain theories of development, 

In terms of the theory or development presented by Lewin (13, 14) -

and Kounin (12)., which we will only review in outline here, -the p~ycho-

logical person is structured into parts or regions which are co-

ordinated to different behavior possibilities for the person. According 

to this theor;r, the degree of differentiation of the person increases 

with age. ·Thus an older person normally has more possibilities for 

action in a given situation than a younger one. The regions of the 

psychological person necessarily have boundaries. One postulated proper-

ty· of these boundaries is thej.r rigidity, defined as the inverse of 

communication between neighboring regions of the person. Thus, the more 

rigid the boundary between two regfona, the less a change in one a!'foo-ts 

neighboring regions, Further., the degree of rigidity of the person 

increases with chronological age. The pGy'chological structure of the 

person is characterized, therefore, not only by a higher degree of 

differentiation into parts with increasing age but also by a higher degree 

of independence as between these parts. 
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The findings, reported above, that, the older children had more 

long ~pisodes and that they completed a higher proportion 0£ the things 

they started than the younger children appear to be consistent with this 

theoretical formulation. The longer average duration and more frequent 

completion of episodes in the days of the older children could be 

conceived as a function of a higher degree of rigidity; for, since the 

theory provides that change in one region as a consequence of change in 

a neighboring region decreases with increase in rigidity, and rigidity 

increases with age, one can derive from this representation lesser sus-

ceptibility to distractions c1nd dii.versi1:ms in the older children. Greater 

ability on· the part of ·the older. ,children to maintain. simultaneously 

different courses of behavi'or, as shown by the increase with age in £re-
. . . ' ' 

' 
quency or overlapping episodes,· also can be derived· from the greater 

rigidity of the boundaries which separate their need and ability systems. 

Baldwin• (2), in his des.cription of the maturity continuum, holds 

that expansion of the psychological world is one of the major charac_-

teristics of the developmental process. One feature of this expansion, 

in Baldwin's formulation, ls an increase with development in the temporal 

and spatial remoteness of objects with which the child is concerned. 

Thia means that the older child is to a lesser degree subject to the 

coerciveness 0£ the immediate situation, the here and now, than is the 

younger child. One implication of this formulation, as far as beh~vior 

structure is concerned, might be that the older child, with his ability 

to relate himself to more remote objects, would have longer episodes and 

would show more persistence in reaching his goals than would a younger 

child. Such differences between the behavior structure of older and 

younger children were clearly demonstrated for the subjects of this study. 
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C~mparison of Findings on Disabled and Nondisabled Children 

One important and surprising finding of this· study is that the 

behavior structure of the disabled children did not appear to differ 

appreciably from that of the physically norr.1al children. Beyond the 

indication that the disabled children were less spontaneous in the initi-

ation and termination of episodes, none of the variables measured in this 

study offered _any suggestion of a real difference between the disabled 

and the nondisabled children as groups. This suggests that peripheral 

motor disability does not appreciably affect the str,ucture of molar be-

havior, i.e., molar behavior structure would appear to be centrally 

determined. 



ABSTRACT 

This is an investigation 0£ the structure of children's molar 

behavior. Behavior structure refers to the anatomy or geom~try of 

behavior as distinguished from its content; The study or behavior 

structure is· the study of the partitioning of a behavior sequence 

into parts and the relations or part to whole and part to part within 

the behavior sequence without reference to what the parts contain. Th~ 

source materials used in t~is investigation were day-long specimen 

records i'rom the iibrary of_ .the Midwest Social Psychology Field ~tation. 

Tvrelve phys:i.cally normal Midwest children and 4 physically disabled 

children of nearby communities were the subjects of these specimen 

records. 

A method is described for dividing the behavior continuum into 

psychologically meaningful units called episodes. An episode is de-

fined in terms of three basic attributes, viz., constancy in the 

direction of behavior., occurrence within the normal behavior perspective, 

and potency of the whole unit greater than potency of the parts. The .. . 

structural characteristics of episodes and of their interrelationships 

were described in terms of 8 categories and certain other descriptive 

measures. These measures are concerned with such variables as total 

number of episodes in the day, length of episodes., and frequency and 

complexity of episode overlapping. Certain dynamic £actors related to 

characteristics of behavior structure were described in terms of 4 other 

categories. Each of these descriptive procedures is defined and il-

lustrated and results of reliability tests are reported. 
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The definitions and methods of this investigation yielded four 

kinds of resultsi (1) Reliability of structure analysis.. Evidence 0£ 

the reliability of the methods used in this study indicate clearly that 

behavior has structure which can be reliably described. (2) General 

characteristics of behavior structure.. The basic data describing the 

structural properties of the behavior of the Midwest children provide 

a normative baseline of potential usefulness in comparative studies of 

other children in ·different cultural settings and at different times.• 

(3) Relationships between structural variables and age,. Since the su1>-

jects of this study ranged in age from 2 to 10 years, it was possible to 

investigate relationships between variables of behavior structure and 

differences in age. The most clear cut of these relationships concern 

the number and duration of behavior units and the complexity of behavior 

structure. (4) Comparison of disabled and nondiaabled children. Al• 

though the number of disabled children studied is too small to permit 

definite conclusions, the comparative data do provide leads for later 

and more extensive studies. 



APPENDIX 

SUBJECTS OF THE SPECIMEN RECORDS 

The following sketches £rom the files of the Midwest Social 

Psychology Field Station describe the children who served as 

subjects of day-long specimen records~ Each sketch includes 

information about the child, his family, home; and friends~ At 

the beginning of each sketch are listed the name, sex, and age 

of the child~ the date of t~e study, and the hours 'Of the day 
. . 

which were included. The 12 Midwest children are listed first 

followed by the 4 disabled children. Within each of these 

groups, the sketches are arranged in order of increasing chrono-

logical age. 



SUBJECT: J.far<J Chaco (F., 1-10) 
TIME: October 10, 1950; 7:00 A.M.-9s45 P.M. 

Mary Chaco; almost two years old., was a pert, small-boned, blond., 

brO\"ln-eyed girl. She vtas always spic and span. It was possible to 

understand much of her ready chatter. 

Mary1 s first year of life had been precarious. A severe case of 

thrush mouth when she was only two weeks old sent her to the hospita1, 

where she was severely burned in a steam tent. There was great anxiety, 

first for her life, and then for possible deformity. After several 

weeks in the hospital it appeared that there would be no lasting damage. 

However, she was still frail, and after she returned home an abscess 

formed under one aye which took several months to heal. 

Mary's father, Gary Chaco, was a good looking young man. He was 

respected for the independence of his views arrl his energy in building 

up his own service station and car repair business. He was raised in 

a town not far from llidwest, served in the aI'l!\Y', and returned to llidwest 

after W\f II. He was active _in the American Legion and was one of ·::.tie 

youngest members of the Rotary Club. 

Mary1s mother, Odessa Chaco, was an attractive and efficient young 

mother. She was an excellent housekeeper, active in the Homemaker's 

Club, and president of the /mierican Legion Auxiliary. The Norfolks, 

her father and mother, younger brother and two sisters, lived in Midwest. 

The Chaoo children were often cared for by their grandmother ond aunts. 

Otto, Mary1s brother, was four years old. A wiry, active boy, he 

loved to go to the gas station with his father. He played often with 

Maud Pintner. 
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The Chaco•s rented a small, neat, frame house close to Mr. Chaco•s 

station. The single bedroom held, Mary's crib, otto•s roll-away bed, 

and the parent•s bed. The kitchen and bathroom were modern and well 

equipped. Gas ~toves heated the house. ';l'he living room was attractive-

ly furnished; the dining room served as a sewing-play room most of the 

time. The back yard was about 40 x 50 feet but it blended imperceptibly 

with the yards of the two neighbors with both of whom Mary was on 

visiting terms. 

The Chaco*s owned a 1936 Ghe~rolet which was usually at Mrs.· Chaco1 s 

disposal, since Mr. Chaco walked to work. 
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SUBJECT: James Sexton (M., 1-11) 
TD!Et February 8., 1951; 7:20 A.M.-8:10 P.M.-

At. 23 months., Jimll\'f Sexton was. a rosy-ohe~ked, blond boy with 

sparkling., br[?Wll eye~, just beginning to lose his babyish roundness. 

He often. stumbled over obstacles out of. eagerness to get places• His 

manner was general'.cy' alert., vivacious., and· friendly. Vfuite and even 

teet1!- made his frequent smiles particularly winsome. Jimn\Y talked a 

lot, often in understandable sentences, He vras especially good at 

munipulating such things .as' door lmobs or toy wind-up trucks. He often 

wore blue jeans and shirts like those wom by older boys of Midwest. 

Jimmy was an only child. ~i$ most frequent playmate was Jack 

Bodin, who.was two years and four months old. He also played with other 

young.children when.he accompanied his mother to meetings., Sunday School, 
~· 

or downtmm. He had sol'.i1e contacts with older neighbor.children and with 

baby sitters, with whom he.seemed to get along well. 

James Sexton, Jinlnw'' s father, was a tall, Tangy, dark-comple."tioned . ' ' 

young man in his la.te twent;es. He had an easy, deliberate manner; a 

whimsical amile, and· liked··to "kid" about things. After attending high 

school• in Midwest., he had gone. to State College for a short time, untii 

called into the Arsrq, with which he served· in the Philippines, among 
. . ... 

other places. On leaving the army, ha had a severe time with asthma., 

which led him to spend a couple of years in Arizona, after which he 

returned to the old home farm near YidYrest and purchased an addi:t;ional 

acreage. He married in. 1946. In 1948 he rented a house .in Midwest from 

which he operated his two farms. He an:l his wife sponsored the Methodist 

Youth Fellowship and he was active as well in other church groups, the 

American Legion., and ~he 'Masonic Lodge. 
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Ji.tmey-'s mother, Amy Sexton, was a slight, vivacious, blond young 

woman in her late twenties. - She expressed herself forcefully and well. 

Amy was pleasant, friendly,and direct in her social contacts. She 

dressed becomingly, ~ing many of her own clothes. Before hermarriage, 

she finished Midwest High School and attended a Radio school in Capitol 

Gii.-y. ~.>r a short time f'lhe was employed in a nearby city in an airplane 

factory. She re~umed to Midwest to.take a position lrlth the Home 

State Power and Light Company, which she.kept until just before Jlrnmy's 

arrival~ She was active in· 'Methodist Church groups, Eastern Star, Home-

makers• Club, Americc1.n Legion Auxiliary, and was a.· leader of the Brownie 

Scout troop. 

Both Mr~ and Mrs. Sexton were raised in the neighborhood of "Midwest 

on £ams. Jimtny'•s paternal grandfather and an aunt lived in Midwest. 

Ris maternal grandparents lived a few ~les east of· Midwest on a !arm. 

The Sextons had a shaggy, docile, black, Scottie-dog which was 
>· •• 

allowed in the house. The dog _tolerated Jinm\r and his rather rough 

playfulness very well., 

The house which the Sextons rented was set on a slightly raised, 

grassy lot. Several fine trees and well-placed bushes added to the 

attractiveness of the yard. The house was a. white, frame bungalow 
,. 

with a separate, three-story addition at the back which consisted of a 

basement, laundry, and glass-enclose~ sleeping room. A living room, 

dining room, ldtchen; two bedrooms, and a bathroom were in the main 

part of the house. 
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All the rooms were moderately large and light, with the furnishings 

arranged taste.fully_. Some of the furniture came ,nth the house but the 

Sextons had a plastic covered davenport and chair set 'Which ·was modern 

and new. The radio-p}:lonograph was evidently used often, and sevoral 
.. ' 

stacks of ~.agazinea and newspapers indicated that reading was a pastime 

the family enjoyed. The large dining room also served as a sewing room 

£or Mrs. Sexton. The rooms opened into each other in such a way that 

Jimmy was able to follow an active play pattern in the house. 

Mr. Sexton armed a 1949 Ford coupe and a pick up truck. He often 

used the truck to go to and from the farm, thus leaving the coupe for 

Mrs. Sexton. 
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. SUBJECT z Lewis Hope (M, 2-11) 
TDAEt November 21, 1950; 7:00 A.M.-9:15 P.U. 

LelVis, better lmown as "Chuck,'!, was almost three years old. He 

was the third in a family of four children.· Ile had straight, light 

brown hair, a round face and big, blue eyes. Chuck was a robust, 

sturdily built child. He had an unusually friel".dly, happy, and win-

ning manner. He spoke clearly and expressed himself well. 

Chuck's father, Lewis Hope, Sr., was in his. middle thirties. He 

was slender, of average height, and had intense brown eyes and dark 

hair. He gave an impression of being agile and having quick energy. 

}Ar. Hope was graduated from the State Agricultural College and taught 

agriculture in a high.school before his appointment as Instructor in 

the Veterans' Administration's Vocational Farm Training Program in 

:Midwest; where the Hopes had.lived just a year. His teaching career 
\ 

had been interrupted by service in the navy which included time in the 

South Pacific. He was a member of the American Legion, the Fnrm Bureau, 

and the Presbyterian Choir, His manner was friendly and confident. He . . . 

was gentle and oomrade-li~a with bis children, of whom he was obviously 

proud, 

The mother, Corrine, also in her middle thirties, was a petite, 

attractive, blue-eyed, brunette. Her habitual expression was pleasant 

and calm• She was graduated from the State University and taught English 

in a high school for several years before her children arrived· and while 

her husband was in the service. She was an active member of the Home-

maker's Club, American Legion Awciliary, Home Demonstration Unit, Eastern 

Star, P. T .A. , and the Presbyterian Church. She vras genuinely friend'.cy', 
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especially with the wives of the veterans who attended her husband's 

classes. 

Stanton, the eldest son, was ten years old and in the fourth 

grade.· He-was a slight, hmdsome, blondish-boy 'Who was sometimes called 

"pretty;,~ much to his disgust. He fit into the neighborhood play groups 
.. 

easi'.cy'with-both boy's and girls. He took his stamp collection and the 

junior choir seriously'. He was an active and popular member of the Cub 

Scouts. Stanton usually played with Chuck., acco~ding to his mother, 

almost as if they were the same age. 

Alma, the only girl in the family., was eight years old and in the 

second grade. She was a dainty, fragile-looking child with dark eyes 

and hair. An active member of the Girl Scouts, Alma accepted positions 
-~ 

on working comnittees readily'~ She sang in the Presbyterian-Junior 

Choir. 

Ben, the baby of the family., was 11 months old. He ,,as a healthy',. 

happy toddler. The family,, including Chuck., seemed proud of Ben and 

his antics. 

The Hope family had two household pets., a large yellow cat and a 

curly, black dog. They also had three c81ves and one milk cow which 

were housed in a small barn on their lot and pastured in a neighboring 

5-aore pasture. Chuck proudly claimed one calf as his own. 

The Hopes owned their five-room, one-story, white frame house located 

about six blocks from the business district on a 100 x 200 foot lot. A 

porch extended across the front of the house and a smaller, uncovered 
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platform was located at the back door. An old well and a small. wash-

house ~re just south of this platform. In the back yard was a cave, with· 

a mound-like roof, where fruits ~d vegetables were stored~ There ware 

some fine old trees scattered about the yard but no particular attempt 

had been tnade at landscaping• A spiraea hedge· ran a.long the south 

property line. Elsewhere the iot ·was fenced, except across the front. 

(The house was the same one in vrhich the Reidi s lived at the time of the 

day study on 11.argaret. See pages 108-109). 

The front door of the house opened directly int(? a small living room, 

with a vented gas stove.· · The furniture showed the marks of many moves 

and of much use. ·· The bedroom to the south of the living room was occu-

pied by' the parents; and Chuck's youth bed was there, too, Off the 

dining room was the other children's bedroom with bunk beds and. the baby's 

crib. The kitchen had a better,;..than-average gas stove; an electric re-

frigera"t?or, and a new automatic washer.; The bathroom opened off the north 

end of the kitchen. A general impression of neatness and efficiency per-

vaded the home. 

The Hope•s car, a 1947 Chevrolet, was essential to Mr. Hope's work 

in visiting the farms of his.Vocational Agricultural Students. 
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SUBJECTs Dutton Thurston (M, 3-10) 
TIME: November 3, 1950; 7:06 A.M.-9:16 P.M. 

Dutton Thurston, nicknamed Chuck, was three years and ten months 

old on November 3., 1950, the time of the day study. He had black hair, 

dark eyes fringed with long, black eyelashes, and a cheerful, sometimes 

impish grin• He was a sturdily built, active, well-coordinated child •. 

Dutton was the youngest in a family with three children. His 

babyhood and growing up time had been marred by attacks of asthma. The 

·ramily had talked of moving to a. different climate because of Dutton• s 

asthma, but it appeared that his improvement would make this unnecessary. 

Duttonts most constant playmates were his big pet dog, Spot, and 

a kitten, called. Inky, which belonged to his sister. No family with 

children lived near the Thurston•s. 

William Thurston, Dllttont s father., was a slender, medium-tall., 

dark-complexioned man. He had been brought up on a farm in the county 

and had farmed for most of his life. He was also a good mechanic. The 

Thurston1 s rented a place j~st at the edge of Midwest, with something 

under sixty acres of pasture land. :Mr. Thurston also owned some land 

within five miles of town which he farmed. The Thurston's had several 

daiey cows on their rented place, and also a number of pigs, chickens, 

an:i horses. Adding to the work these-entailed, Mr. Thurston had recently 

accepted full time eniployment, at the Midwest Hardware and Implement Store 

as a mechanic. 

Mrs. Thurston was a tall, attractive, brunette. She had been brought 

up· on a farm in the country and had completed high school.in a neighbor-

ing town. She was energetic and gave the impression of being a person 
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who worked hard. She was president of the P. T .A. and a member oi' the 

Homemaker• s Club. Mrs.· Thurston raised · chickens and helped take care 

of the milk cans, but she did no work in the barn. She clerked on 

Friday mornings and al. l day Saturday• s in Cabell' s Department Store. 

The oldest child in the family was Alfred Thurston, commonly called 

Al, Ylho graduated from Midwest High School in 1950. He starred in 

football and basketball. He was a good-looking, dark haired young man. 

He lived at home and was employed as a. mechanic at the Midwest Hardware 

and Implement Store where his father worked. 

Shirley., who was fifteen years old, was a sophomore in high school. 

She was an attractive, dark-haired, dark-eyed girl, with a warm and 

friendly manner. 

· The maternal grandparents lived 'in Midwest. Dutton• s grandfather 

worked in Hopldns Feed Store. The paternal grandparents still lived 

about six miles f~om Midwest. 

The house which the Thurston's rented was a recent]¥ painted, big, 

farm house~ It was attrac:ftively·looated in a large, grassy., fenced-in 

yard with.the barns and other outbuildings some distance a.way on the 

other side. of a drive-in area. It had electricity but no running water. 

The stoves were kerosene, wood, and oil, since no gas line· extended to 

the house. 

Dutton shared a down-stairs bedroom with his parents. Alfred and 

Shirley each had a room,upstairs. 

The Thu:ttston ts had a big 1948 International truck. Al owned a car 

which the .ram:1:cy- used on occasion •. 
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SUBJECT s lfargaret Reid (F, 4-6) 
Tn!E: Jµne 2, 1949; a,oo A.M.-10:17 P.M. 

On June 2., 1949, Margaret Reid was four years and six months old. 

She was a daintily-built child of average height for her age. Margaret 

looked fragile., but she ·had a good health record. She was animated and 

alert with a happy disposition. Her light blue eyes had a saucy, upward 

tilt at the outer corners which gave her a pixy expression. Her silvery 

blond hair was kept curled by her mother. Her mother and maternal 

grandmother made her many pretty clothes. Margaret attended Vacation 

Church School. 

Although seemingly s~, at first glance., Margaret adjusted quick:?s 

to new people and situations. _The playmate nearest her own age in the 

neighborhood was lValJ¥ Crowther., who lived only a few house13 away. A-

cross the street lived ten-year-old Ellen Thomas for whom Margaret shovr-

ed great admiration and affection. 

Margaret's family was composed of her father, mother., and 18-months-

old brother., Bradley. Both, maternal and paternal grandparents lived in . . 

Midwest and were frequent 'visitors at the Reid home. 

Milton Reid, Margaret's father, was one of a pair of twin boys. He 

was a large-framed, blond, young man about 26 years of age. He worked 

in Kerr's Grocery. Milton Reid• s chief hobbies were raising hunting 

dogs, and hunting - the kind that consisted mostly of listening to and 

following the hounds. He owned fourteen dogs which were penned in the 

Reid's back yard. Milton and Frances were married soon after their 

graduation from Midwest High School. He was not in the armed serv!ccs 

because of residual effects or rheumatic fever •. 
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Frances Reid, Margaret~s mother, was a pretty, vivacious, velvety-

eyed brunette, about 24 years of age. She wore her hair in a long, 

youthful bob. She possessed a beautiful singing voice and active'.cy' 

participated in maey social affairs in the community because of this 

talent. Mrs. Reid was a friendly person and fit into. the community 

comfortably and happily. She was active in l{ethodist Church groups 

-and attended the Methodist Sunday School with Margaret and Bradley. 

Bradley was a chubby youngster who delighted in "getting into" 

everything. His parents and grandparents tolerated this as a "boyish" 

trait since Margaret had not been so inquisitive. 

Tiny., a small puppy, was the childrent s pet. Jlargaret was pos-

sessive about the puppy. It was kept in the wash-shed near the rear 

of the house. Because of its young age, it was not allowed to run 

freely in the house. 

The Reids owned their home, which was a one-story, 'White, frame 

building consisting of a living room, dining room, ldtchen, bathroom, 

a bedroom for the parents, "cmd a bedroom for the two· children. It 

had plenty of shade and play space around it. The home was heated 

with· gas stoves• 

Mrs. Reid used a 1935 Ford £or herself and the fami~. Mr. Reid 

had a 1936 Ford, fixed with a crate arrangement to transport his 

hunting dogs. 
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SUBJECT& Uaud Pintner (F, 5-o) 
TIME: December 5, 1950; 8:26 A.M.-7:44 P.M. 

Maud was just a few days over five years old on the day of the 

study. She had not yet entered school. She was a blond, blue-eyed 

girl or small, wiry, build with more than average agility and pert-

ness •. _Her face was mobile, reflecting her emotions readily. On 

oroinary days, she dres$ed in brightly coiored, cotton flannel shirts 

and jeans; at sunday School or parties, however, she wore pretty dresses. 

Maud learned to talk earl¥ and, before she was tlvo, knm, by heart 

ma.rv nursery rhymes. The family had. a recording of these lllade by her 

when she was three years old. Maud often enlivened Sllnday School pro-

grams and :Ladies' Aid meetings with a recitation or song.:. 

Maud's most frequent playmate was otto Chaco, a boy- about a year 

younger uho lived several blocks ar'ay. She also played with some 

younger children of the neighborhood with whom she often assumed the . 
role of leader. She attended the Presbyterian Sunday School and was 

eager to attend public school. 

llaud's family consisted of her father and mother; her twenty-

months-old brother, Frederick, and her maternal grandmother, who was a 

permanent invalid due to arthritis. Unti1 a. £ew weeks before the day 

study, her uncle, Tom Wiley, a lawyer in his middle thirties, made his 

home with them. At this time he married and rented an apartment a few 

blocks away •. He still was an important member of the family in that 

his piano hadn't yet been moved and his music pupils cmne to Maud's 

house for their lessons. 
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Charles Pintner, Maud's father, was a dark-haired, slight, easy-

going man in his late twenties. He was always well-dressed. .Although 

rathe~ quiet.in social situations, be was a "very popular member or the 

younger businessmen, s group in the community~ He was. graduated from 
' . 

the local high school, had a year of college work, and also. had some 

specializ'ed bookkeeping training.. He served in the army- and when he was 

discharged, he went, with his wife an:l ba1'y daughter, to Alaska, to 

join a brother in the :operation or a store there-. The family was not 
. ' 

happy so far from home. They returned to Midwest in the swmner of 1948, 

and moved back with the maternal grandmother where they had lived previ-

ously. Charles joined his brother-in--~aw, Peter Wiley," in the abstract 

business a.n:i later took over completely the 'operation of the company. - ~-

Charles Pintner belonged to the American Legion, and the Presbyterian 

choir. 

Della Pintner, Ma.ud1s mother, was in her late twenties. She 

married Charles a year or two after she was graduated f'rom high school. 

She was a petite, blond, :fragile-looking woman'with a quick, emphatic 

manner md an attractive smile. She was born and raised in Midwest. 

She worked as a. stenographer in the County Wal.fare Office in Y.idwest 

after she was graduated from high school and for a brief time in the 

bookkeeping department of the ArT!J3' before she and Charles married. 

Della belonged to the Eastern Star, the Presbyterian Church Choir, the 

.American Legion Auxilia.ry, and a womens social club• 

Freddy Pintner ~as a blonde, blue-eyed, active child, quite able to 

put up with 'Maud1 s occasional fairly rough activities. 
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No report of the family would be complete without mentioning 

Kemo, the rather nondescript~ ·1arge,·1ong-haircd dog., who was eager 

for affection and a long-suffering playmate. He had a lap-dog 

disposition with an outdoor-dog size. 

The modern, white., frame house in which the Pintners lived be-

longed to l.faud's maternal grandmother. It consisted of a living room, 

music room., dining room., kitchen, dinette, 4 bedrooms., and a bathroom, 

all on one floor. The house furnishings, many of which were antiques, 

were attractive ani arranged tasteful.:cy., thou~h casually. Many full 

book shelves., a record player, and a grand piano indicated some or the 

fami~ pastimes• The yard surrounding the house was unusually well 

landscaped which added to the total impression of charm and oomfort. 

The Pintner car, a '37 Plymouth, was used chiefly by Ura. Pintner 

for shopping in tmm or taking trips to neighboring towns. 
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SUBJECTz Roy- Eddy' (M, 6-2) 
TIME: February 22, 1949; 7:00 A.M.-8:31 P.M. 

On ·February 22, 1949, Roy Eddy was just over six years of age. 

Ha was or about average height and ~eight for his age. He had medium 

brown hair which he wore in a modified crew cut; large, inquiring, 

grayish eyes, and a rather quiet, relaxed manner. Roy looked quite 

robust, in spite of having had pneumonia the previous winter. Roy 

was in the first grade in school. He lived with his father, mother, 

two older sisters and one older brother. 

An outstanding characteristic of Roy's life was his independence. 

Mr, and Mrs. Eddy worked outside the home and the older children vrere 

often away. Many times Roy went home and prepared his own lunch and 

quietly read during tho lunch hour before returning to school, end it 

was not unusual for him to get home in the evening before the rest of 

the family, to'put on-the light (which he had to stand on a chair to 

reach), and get himself to bed._ 

Roy often played with Thomas Woodale, Geof.f'ery West, Raymond 

Birch, Fred Wecker.,' and Blake Herzog, all 6 or 7 years old. Sometimes 

he played with neighbor children, among them nine-year-old Douglas 

Crawford. Roy frequently played on the Court House lawn near the cafe 

where his mother worked. His chief play interests were cowboys and 

cars. His constant prop was a toy gun. 

Roy attended the Presbyterian Sunday School regularly, along with 

his older sisters and ~rather. He won a perfect attendnnce award in 

1948-49. 
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Martin Eddy, the rather, farmed until about 1945 when he moved to 

town because of his health. He worked on the County road crew. He was 

a tall, slender., dark-complexioned man with bushy., black hair. He had 

a pleasant, · deliberate manner of speaking and was well liked by the men 

about. the town square. He liked·a game of pool and a card game now and 

then. ·Martin Eddy· was one of the advisors for ·the 4-H group., which in-

dicated his genuine interest in• his children. 

Claudia Eddy, the mother; was a brisk; busy woman. She seemed to 

have a large f'und of both patience and good nature. Mrs. Eddy was a 

sincere, friend.]¥; comnnmicative person. She always looked neat and well-

groomed. She worked as a cook in a local cafe, helping to plan and 

manage as well as cook. Besides this, she managed to encourage and work 

with her children, especially in their 4-H projects. Mrs. Eddy seldom 

got to Sunday church functions becaus~ of her job, but she willing'.cy' 

took her turn in helping with Sunday School class parties, Ladie~• Aid 

dinners, and meetings or the Parent-Teachers Association and the 4-H 
Club. 

The entire family, Roy excepted, contributed to the family economy. 

The oldest sister, Lola, was a junior in high school and worked at 

Poole's Grocer:r after school. She was president of the local 4-H group. 

Mollie, a freshman in high school, was 'an unusually pretty, dark-eyed 

girl who was popular with her age group. She was paid by her mother to 

do moat 0£ the housework. She·, also, was ver:r active in 4-H work. 

Vernon, a twelve-year-old, was a big-boned., pleasant boy who looked much 

like his father. He was very interested in 4-H work and was raising two 
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calves besides milking the family cow. He delivered the weekly 

advertising sheet for Kane 1s Grocery. 

Yr. and Mrs. Eddy were natives of Midwest State and both had been 

reared on farms. At this time, Mrs. Eddy• s parents lived in a small, 

nearby town mile Mr. Eddy• s parents were on a farm near enough to Mid-

west that they often attended the Presbyterian Church services. 

One got the impression of roal family unity and enjoyment of each 

other from stories v1hich the Eddys told. They joked about how a deck 

of cards saved their marriage and their sanity during the depression 

days. A Cooker dog was an accepted part of the fanily group, with much 

affection lavished on it. The entire fcmily seemed to feel responsible 

for Roy but he didn1.t seem to be babyish because of it. The Eddy- home 

,vas often thrown open to groups such e.s the 4-H Club and Sunday School 

class parties. It was a family with a busy air, with many people coming 

and going freely, and a general'.cy' pervasive feeling of £riendliness. 

Th~ Eddys rented an old, one-story, white, frame house. There 

were two bedrooms, a dining room, kitchen, bathroom and living room. All 

meals were eaten in th~ large-sized kitchen; leaving the dining room for 

Roy and Vemon as a sleeping room. The furnishings throughout the house 

were sturdy and worn. The .floors were covered with linoleum rugs and 

the house was heated by gas stoves. The lack of c~oset space and the 

varied activities of the family resulted jn ro.any things being left out 

in sight, The upright piano was laden with papers and magazines as well 

as music, .The sewing machine, open as if used often, was piled with 

partially made garments. 
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The family car, a 1 38 Dodge, was usual:cy seen with young people in 

it, since nei'.l,her parent used it for transportation to work. 
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StJBJECT: Benjamin Hutchings {M, 7-4) 
TD.!E: November 231 1948; 7:33 A.M.-8:00 P.M. 

Benjamin Hutchings at seven years and four months of age was a 

slender, dark-haired, sober-faced child. He appeared quiet and seeming-

ly preoccupied a good deal of the ti~ebut this was offset by his 

alertness and sparkle when entertained or aroused. Ben, as he was most 

often called, was taller than the average fo~ his age group. He was in 

the second grade, His most constant playmate was Morris Bryan, a first 

grader, but he also played with other children in the neighborhood. 

James Hutchings, Ben's father, had a law office over the bank in 

Midwest. 'Mr. Hutchings was tall, slender, and dark, with a reserved 

but friendly manner .. : He had his law degree from the State University 

and had been established in Midwest about five years. Verna Hutchings, 

Ben's mother, was a short, vivacious brunette. She worked part-tine 

as secretary in her husband1s office. She had worked as a newspaper 

woman after completing college and before her marriage. Both Mr. and 
\. 

Mrs. Hutchings were active in the Methodist Church. She had been presi-

dent of the Methodist Ladies A.id and he, chairman of the church govern-

ing board.·. The Hutchings were active also in community and social 

circles, with membership in bridge clubs., a 1romen's social club, the 

Rotary Club., and the Parent-Teachers P.ssociation. Mrs. Hutchings, as 

chairman of the troop committee, had kept the Girl Scouts afloat as a 

community organization. 

Ben*s sister, Sarah, was ten years old and in the fifth grade. 

She was a cheerful, efficient child and active in school, church, Girl 

Scout, and 4-H groups. Ben shared two pet dogs and one pet cat with 

his sister. 
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The Hutch:ings lived in their own home, a roOJl\1, two-story, white, 

frame house on a spacious corner lot. The landscaped grounds included 

an.outdoor fireplace, picnic table, grassy play space, chicken and play 

houses. A fair-sized vegetable garden was an annual family enterprise. 

The house was equally comfortable and attractive inside, with each child 

having a bedroom.and sharing an attic playroom. Music and books were 

easily available .to the children, 'Which added to the general impression 

of comfort and ease in the home. A 1947 Plymouth provided the Hutchings 

with transportation. 



SUBJECT: Raymond Birch (M, 7-4) 
TIME1 April 26, 1949; 7:00 A.M.-8133 P.M. 

Raymond Birch was a sturdy boy, slightly shorter and heavier than 

the average boy of his age. At seven years and four months, he was the 

youngest among the second gradeI_"S in the- Uidr1est school. His dark hair 

was usually slicked down and his brown eyes often lit up with a friendly 
' 

smile. Grownups 'of Midwest remarked that he was good-looking and impish. 

Raymond was an only child. He had no relatives in Midwest, but 

both his maternal and paternal gr~ndparents lived on nearby farms and 

he was a frequent visitor in their ho:rnes. 

Jack Birch, Raymond's father, was a dark, friendly man in his early 

thirties. Raymonds mother, Joan Birch, was an attractive, well-groomed 

brunette in her la.to twenties. After graduating from the same high 

school in a sma.11 town near Midwesi; both Jack and Joan Birch had been 

employed in a· government agricultu~al of;!ice in Midwest, They were 

married in• 1941. Raymond wris born a year later. Mr. Birch took a 

position in a nearby war plant where the government classified him as 

essential for the wari s duration. The family lived in a ho.using unit 

near the plant. \!fuen the plant closed down after the war, Mr. Birch 

returned to Midwest to accept a position with The Midwest Hardware and 

Implement Compmy. Mrs. Bir.ch did not work outside the home, until 

Raymon:l en~ered school, when she took a position in the office of the 

County- Clerk. 

Honey, a black and white fox terrier, was old, fat, and broad. She 

was considered to be almost a member of the family, especially by- Raymond. 
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The Birch family rented an apartment in a wlµ.te, frame house, 

l'lhich though more than sixty years old, was well preserved and modern-

ized. There was an adjacent apartment on the ground i'loor and one 

above them. Since the.Birches had more than half the space in the 

house, they were also responsible i'or the care of the premises. The 

house was on a corner lot along the side of which ran the town•s 

busiest highway. ' There was · a tall barn, a double garage~ place for 

a vegetable garden, and a well kept J.av..'Ti. The whole place looked neat 

and c omfortabie. 

The apartment had a living room, dining room, kitchen, two bed-

rooms, and a bathroom. The rooms were light and clean. In Raymond's 

room his boyish treasures were in full view. These included a small 

basketball goal, fixed to the back-of his bedroom door. 

The family car, a 1936 Chevrolet, was used largely for visits to 

the relatives and for fishing trips. 
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SUBJEOTt .Mary Ennis (:F, a ... 7) 
TIMEt Vay- 12, 1949, ?sOO A.:M.-9125 P.M. 

• . . ! 

Mary $nnis was a blond., blue-eyedj eight-year-old; she was rather 

small-boned and dainty. She was in the · third grade. She took piano 

lessons, sang in the Junior Choir, belonged to the-Brmmie Scouts, and 

attended the Methodist Sunday School. Mary often played rlth Constance 

Sherwin.,. Susan Hebb, and lletty·Reevea,. neighbor girls about.her.age~ 

The family dog, Chico, a large, white .Shepherd, was mu.ch beloved 

by Mar,r. . He enjoyed running with her wen she rode her new bicycle. 

Arthur Ennis, Mary• s father, was a civil engineer employed by the 

Federal Government; he was in charge of a county-wide project._· He had 

had specialized college training for his work. llr. Ermis had remained 

an active reserV'e oi'f'i~er following extended service in the a?'Iey'. He 

was active in the community-, belonging to the Rotary Club, teaching an 

adult SundaT School Class, and singing in the Methodist Church ·choir 

and a ma.le quartet.-

Mary-• smother, Penelop~ Ennis, besides being a good housekeeper 

was also a mainstay of a number of community activities. She directed 

the church choir., was president. of the Methodist \'foments Evening Guild, 

belonged to a women's social club., the Rotary Anns,, and the American 

Legion Auxiliaey. She was in demand as an accompanist or soloist at 

musical functions. Before her marriage, Mrs. Ennis had taught rural 

school following a short training course. 

Timothy', the long-a.waited second child was a happy, healthy, seven-

months-old boy-. 
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The Ennis family had lived in Midwest three .years.- They bought 

their home and had done much to make it efficient and attractive. The 

house was furnished entire~ with antiques or good reproductions many 

of which had been re.finished by the Ennis £amt~. 

The house; all on one floor, had a living room, a dining room, 

two bedrooms,; bath, a modern. kitchen, -. a large screened back porch fJ1lCl 

a basement laundry and utility room. 

A Spinet piano added to the charm of the living room, and a new 

gas furnace added-to the coinrort o~ the house. 

The Ennis home was cater-comer from the Hutching's. It had a 

• relatively small yard (40 x 50 ft), but a magnificent tree, with a 

wonderful swing, shaded an attractive play place. 

Yr. Ennis used his 1937 · P'.cy'mouth in his work which carried him all 

over Midwest County.· 
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SUBJECTt Douglas Crawford (:M, 9-2) 
Tm: April 18, 1949; 7:28 A.M.-9:45 P.M. 

Douglas Crawford, on April 18, 1949, was nine years and two 

months old. He was in the third grade, and larger than any other 

child in the third and fourth grade room. Douglas was well built, 

weighed about ninety pounds and had an enviable reputation £or 

strength, toughness, and physical prowess. He was a fearless tree 

climber. In this connection, his father said not to worry, "he 

has a fine sense of balance just like me." Douglas had a lively 

interest in hunting and fishing and also in rocks, fossils, fiowers, 

and animals. 

Douglas was a blue-eyed, blond boy, dependent on his glasses for 

adequate vision, and greatly bothered by them in his playing. His 

genuine good looks were sometimes marred by a sober, moody expression. 

Douglas• immediate family consisted of his father, mother, 

thirteen-year-old. brother,. Thomas; and six-year-old si~ter, Norah. 

Also, very important to the. whole family '\'f·ere the maternal grand-

parents, the Tiltons; who '1ived on a farm about a mile south of tovm. 

Thomas lived with his grandparents much of the time to help his grand-

father with the chores. 

James.Crawford was in his middle thirties, a well-proportioned, 

six-tooter - proud of his str~ngth. He kept some cows to milk., 

raised some pigs., owned ten acres west of.town, and had acquired some 

land adjoining the maternal grandfather1 s land. He did farm labor 

for others as wel1 as sawing timber with a motor driven saw. Just 

preceding his marriage, some fifteen years before, he was injured when 
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a team ran away with him. As a. result or this injury, he had to give 

up farming, and for a tinie kept a small grocery store in town. Later 

he drove a transport truck on a regular route. Although James was 

graduated from the local high school, his family home was in Illinois. 

Pol~, Douglas• mother., was the younger of two daughters. She 

was a stout, energetic woman. Both sides of her family were old 

county residents. Her father's family was in the banking business; 

and her mother's father ran a bookstore •. Polly's sister was graduated 

from state College and was employed in adult education work. Polly 

chose to marry when she completed high school. She worked· hard at the 

never completed tasks of housekeeping, taking care of milk., sewing., 

and helping with the animals and the garden. 

Thomas was a husky, six-foot, eighth grader. He had worked in 

Denton 1s drug store, besides helping-at his grandfather1 s farm. Norah 

was a sociable, independent child. She had just turned six and would 

enter school the next fall. She, also, was somewhat large for her age. 

All the family attended the Presbyterian Sunday School. Douglas 

was well on toward his seventh year of perfect attendance, and the other 

children were equally regular. l!rs, Crawford was secretary of the 

Ladies• Aid and a membe~ of the Missionary Society. None of the fa.mi~ 

stayed for church service regularly. 

Douglas played a good deal with 12-year-·old Vernon and six-year-· 

old Roy Eddy who lived -just a block s.way. He also played often at the 

Howells t house with Van, who was 11 y-ears old. .He sometimes helped his 

grandfather by running a tractor. 
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The Crawfords lived in a large, old, white,- ·frame house with about 

an acre of land around it. The house was heated by gas stoves. There 

was electricity- and city- water but no bathroom. Downstairs there was 

a kitchen, dining room, living room, the parents• bedro:om, and a utility 

room-. Norah and the boys had bedrooms upstairs.· The boys•· room was 

full of trains, comics, and rocks. Norah's room was nenvlj' decorated and 

neat. The rooms were somewhat crowded by- extra furniture just inherited 

from Mrs. Orawford•s paternal grandmother. 

Between their house and their neighbor's, was a large lawn. West 

of the house were a number of miscellaneous sheds and chicken yams in 

which there ware always chickens, pigs, and a c arr or two. The Crawforos 

always planted a large vegetable garoen. Douglas helped to care for the 

animals and the garoen. 

A Yodel-T Ford truck, mounted with a power saw for felling trees, 

was not only an essential piece of equipment for :Mr. Crawforo•s work but; 

also provided the famifywith transportation. 
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SUBJECTt Claire Graves (F., 10-9) 
TIME: January- 28, 1949; 7:20 A.M.-9:40 P.M. 

Claire Graves., ten years and nine months old, was a slight child 

vdth dark eyes and curly, black hair. When animated she was vividly 

pretty. Her health had been generally good. She was a.bout medium 
. . 

height for her age,·but looked less mature than many of her class-

mates. Claire belonged to the Girl Scouts and attended the Methodist 

Church where she sang in the Junior Choir. 

Claire's parents, James and Betsy Graves, were married when they 

were graduated from high school. They were in their middle thirties. 

They both C8.11''8 from Midwest County families, }Jr. and Mrs. Graves 

decided that a large family did better living in a small town, so they 

had moved to Midwest about five years before, though Mr •. Graves con-

tinued to work in the city. 

Ur. Graves was ,a rather short, stoc~, man; he was quiet., and 

pleasa~t faced. He worked in the city at the railroad yards at con-

struction work. He was subject to transfer, however, to other yards 

in the general area. At beat, he got home tv-rlce a week. 

Mrs. Graves was a slenqer, attractive woman with vivid coloring. 

She had been critically ill before Charles' birth and afterward. At 

the time of the study, however, she was in !'air health but, a.s she 

said, ''always doctoring.n Mrs. Graves was president of a club of young 

married women which she had helped to crganize. She was a member of 

the Parent~Teachers Association and the lfethodist Church. 

The children in the family were Wendell., a high school junior; 

Ruth, a sophomore; Stanley, an eighth grader; Claire, a fifth grader, 
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Frances, a fourth grader, and Charles, who was four years old and not 

yet in school. 

Wendell and Stanley worked regu;Larly marling lawns, shoveling snow, 

and op_erating an evening paper route •. Ruth_ took much responsibility 

at home and did some baby sitting. Frances was a quiet child and she 

and C;Laire were good playmates. Charles,. the you11:gest, was bright-

eyed and active. 

Claire had definite duties at home in connection.with the house 

work and the care of her youngest brother. She sometimes helped her . . 

older brothers with their paper route, and she often helped with the 

shopping. 

Included in the i'a'llily were a big dog and ·several cats. Mrs. Graves 

made an effort to keep then,i outdoors. 

The large living room and kitchen of the Graves' one-story frame . ' . 

house_werethe,center of the family activ;ties, particularly in winter 

when the coal stove kept t~ese rooms warm.. There was a bedroom for the 

girls, one for the older boys and one for Charles and his parents. 

The kitc1,ien had running cold water and a gas ooold.ng stove. There was 

no bathroom in the house; ,mich was located where city water and gas 

had only recent:!3 become available. 

The large yard provided plenty of play space, room for a big vegetable 

garden, and a chicken yard. 

Mr. Graves used the 1937 Ford to get to_ and from work.,, so it was 

uaualzy available to the family orCJ:f on week ends. 
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SUBJECTs Walfy Wolfson (M., 4-3) 
TIME: Jlicy' 9., 1951; 8100 A.M.-7:35 P.M. 

Wa~ Woli'son., .four years and three months old, was an attracti"i'8, 

blond child of a little more than average height and. or about average 

build. He lived with his family) in Manchester, a small town near 

Midwest. i'lally was unable to walk because ·•or the sequela or· polio-

nweli tie. lie could stand with support and pulled himself up on things 

readily with his strong arms and shoulders._) He had full leg braces 

1'Thich he used when he walked with crutches. Ordinarily., though., a-

round the house, Wally either crawled on his hands a.rd lmeos, which 

he did very adeptly, or he was carried. Outdoors he used his express 

wagon; he put one knee in the wagon and pushed with the other leg. 

Wally was usually dressed in overalls and a T-shirt. Every effort 

was ma.de by his mother to keep him clean and neat. Crawling, though, 

wore out his overalls and got them unusually soiled. 

Wally's health was excellent except for his disability. He was 

a little past two when he had polio. At that time he was not very 

sick. The family failed t:o recognize his illness as serious witil he 

was unable· to use his legs, Because of the mildness of the acute stage, 

the doctors at first thought Wally would not be permanently paralyzed. 

Since leaving the hospital he had had physical therapy treatments and 

electric stinru.lation in a nearby city, In addition, Mrs. Wolfson gave 

Walfy infra-red heat treatments and maasage twice a day. 

Wally's parents regarded him as a brighter than the average child, 

and more thoughtful. His aunt remarked that other children just barged 

ahead and tried something out, but \'lally had to think it over. She 

thought this made him seem more mature than other four-year-olds. 
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Wally's im.-oodiate family consisted -or his fathei-, his mother, and 

a younger sis~er, Maud, not quite two years younger than he •. 

Almost within the fa."llily circle were W'a.lly' s aunt, uno·le and his 

four cous~ns, who lived in the ne;t house. His cousins were Dorothy, 

thirteen;- JilllII\Y", eight; Ben., six; and Betty, tv,o. These children were 

Wally• s and Maud 1.s constant playmates. 

Two younger brothers of the father, Phil and Rex, were often in 

Wally• s home. Wally1·s .patema.l grandparents lived on a nearby farm. 

The Wolfson family :were 1:lidwest: county people .and a good many branches . 

of the family lived in the vicinity. 

Mr. Douglas Wolfson, the father, was in his middle t'm~nties. He 

was a veteran of World War II. At the time of the study, Mr. Wolfson 

was doing carpenter work on an individual b4sis, but he h~d recent'.cy' 

been employed by a contractor over a period of months in State Capitol. 

·noug \Volfson was a tall ~~rk complexioned man who gave the appearance 

of having a good deal of physical strength. 

Mrs. Wolfson• s. family- lived in southern Calif'o:rnia., but they came 

from Manchester. Mrs. Wolfson went to High School in Manchester where 

she lmew Doug, They met again when he was stationed in California, and 

were married there. The Wolfson•s tried living in California, which 

she ~iked., but Doug preferred living near his fami.1¥• Wally had visited 

his maternal grandparents in California., and they were in close contact 

with the family". 

Wally•s younger sister, Maud, was a very attractive blond child, 

active and a little shy. She was able to talk quite well for a child 

of her age. In the home too, there was a hunting dog which had a litter 
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of very young puppies at the· time of the study. It was obvious that 

both the father and mother were affectionate and warm in their daalings 

with their children. 

The .Wolfson• s lived in an old, white, frame, two-story house. The 

living room looked as if it could have been modeled from a magazine 

advertisement. It had chartreuse plastic drapes, a green and gray 

blocked linoleum noor coveringJ wine colored· furniture an:i unusually 
' modern ivy wallpaper on a dark background~ There were two bedrooms up-

stairs. The h?use belonged to the Wo1£sonts apd.they had done a great 

deal to improve it. Manchester lacked city water so the Wolfson's had 

a pump and an outdoor toilet. 

Wally had a number of play things-- a wagon, a tricycle and quite 

a few toy trucks. There was a blanket on the front lawn.for the chil-

dren to play upon. 

The Wolfson1 s owned a 1941 Plymouth ~edan which appeared to have 

had very hard use. 
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Sue Dewall (F, 7-1) 
June 6, 1951; 6130 A.M.-8:08 P.M. 

Sue Dewall v,as almost a month over seven years old. She was in 

the first and second grade group at the Lawton Foundation, a private 

school for crippled children, located in Capitol City. 

She was a slight, small-boned, £air-skinned girl with straight, 

taffy-blond hair. She had a round, almost boyish, face, accented by 

sharp features am straight hair which was. cut just below her ears. 

She moved characteristically in a quick way. Sue• s manner ,,as intent,. 

childishly serious and vigorous. She usually wore a short, clean, 

cotton school dress, orthopedic shoes, and anklets. She also wore 

plastic-framed glasses to help correct a rather severe myopia. The 

impression of serious intensity was derived, in part at least, from 

the way she bent.her head close to whatever she was doing. 

Sue was forty-five inches tall and weighed just under SO pounds. 

She was diagnosed cerebral palsy, spastic type, and although her 

general health on.entering .the Foundation was poor, she was in fair 

health at the time of the 'study. 

Sue had less strength than a non-handicapped child, yet she stood 

out in the group at the Foundation as one of the more active children. 

Sue could do almost anything expected of a normal child, although she 

would be perceived to be a handicapped child. In general she handled 

herself so well that her appearance minimized rather than accentuated 

her handicap. She walked on the balls of her feet and, as she hurried 

along, held her arms akimbo. When she ran, it was with an unsteady, 
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tripping fiurry,-not as fast as a normal child, but with as much energy. 

Her picture coloring with crayons was not particularly neat, but thie 

appeared to be not so much a function of her physical impairment, as of 

her energetic, forceful personality. 

Sue ,,as born . three months prematurely; she weighed only 29 ounces 

at birth. Her.mother died soon after Suets birth and Sue was raised 

by an older, married sister until her admittance to Lawton at five years 

of age. Since then, she had been a f'ull-t~ reside11t of the Foundation. 

Sue was de;scribed at the time of her entrance into the Foundation 

as having few social graces. The staff members mentioned such things 
• . • . l 

as her disorderliness and destructiveness in connection with her mm 

clothes and toys. During her two years at the Foundation, she had 

learned. to keep herself and her things neat and clean. 

Sta.ff members who had been around Sue for a considerable length 

of time pointed out her social techniques for getting the things she 

wanted. fl.lthough this ·was sometimes seen as 11 soft-soaping11 it appee.red 

to be a symptom of Sue's r,eal need for affection. The brightest days 

in Sue's life were the rare ones, often two or three months apart, when 

she received a letter from one of her sisters. On these days she was 

jubiiant and wanted to show the letter to everyone. 

The Lawton Foundation staff members often had a dirficult time 

keeping Sue in her bed at night.. She got up, played around, went to the 

bathroom, did everything but stay in bed. Sue herself told stories of 

the difficulties she had at night, of being unable to sleep and of 

f:•r i ghtening dreams. 
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Suets father was a man in his early forties, who worked inter-

mittently as a day laborer. 

The Dewall's house was a small, unpainted shack, in poor repair. 

Sue's oldest sister, whose husband was employed by a public utility 

company, kept a pleasant, simpl.e home .• 

Sue was the youngest of seven children, all of whom lived with 

the father except the oldest sister am Sue herself'. Of the other 

~hildren in the family, one sister was married and lived in the father's 

hom:e with her husband and a young child. This sister ma.de an ef'f ort to 

keep the home going. Other children in the family were a thirteen-

year-old sister, an eleven-year-old brother, and an eight-year-old 

sister, .Since· coming to Lawton, sue had rarely seen any of her family. 
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SUBJECT: Bobby Bryant (M, 7-4) 
TIME: JI.arch 26, 1949; 8:35 A.M.-9:42 P.M. 

At seven years., four months of age, Bobby Bryant-was living a very 

restricted but., for him, busy and interesting li.t'e. · He had been a "pink 

and pretty" baby at birth but almost immediately-his Gkin col9ring be-

came a noticeable blue from lack of oxygen; his lips·a·deep purple. His 

condition waa diagnosed as Eisenmengers Complex. Because of the opening 

in the interventricular septum much or his blood, after returning to 

the heart; entered the peripheral circulation without first going through 

the lungs. As he developed physically, his wrists remained unbelieva.bl,y 

thin and his match-stick £in.gars blunted at the tips. Bobby grew, despite 

negative prognoses, and hope also grew that his condition might be help-

ed. When·he was .five years old, Bobby was taken to JohnsHopkins Hospital 

at Baltimore; Maryland, for examination. The doctors indicated that if 

he could be kept alive for two ;years longer., perhaps an operation could 

be performed. The two years passed. Bobby's growth seemed to be at a 

standstill. It was still very uncertain that anything could be done 

surgically for Bobby. 

Bobby* s family was composed of his father, mother., two brothers, md 

his paternal grandmother. _Bobby1 s father; )lr. Br:,ant,'waa a professional 

man whose work kept him away from home a good deal, but he tried; in 

spite of this, to·keep up a warm and positive relationship with his three 

sons. 

Bobby's mother, Mrs. Bryant, was an attractive woman in her thirties. 

She had married before completing high school. Although her main interest 
I 

was to make a comfortable home for her family, she also was active social-
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1y in the group made up of her husband's colleagues and their wives. 

Mrs. Bryant felt more keenly, perhaps, than anyone else, the re-

sponsibility of Bobby's care. 

Bob'b;lr' s brothers, Kenny, an eleven-year-old, 11All-J.merican boy" 

and Jack, a~ active three-year-old, spent much of their time with 

other children. ll9wever, in their moments w:i.th. Bobby, Kenny r7as 

likely to treat him with gentle., teasing brusqueness, partly, perhn!)s 

to cover up the fact that he knew much about Bobby's disability, 

while Jack seemed entirely innocent of the fact that his brother was 

not like other children • 

.An important member of Bobby,· s family was Grandmother Bryant, 

who had cOllie to live with them when Bobby had firot shown a desire to 

"learn·~!' She was the widow of a Methodist minister and had been a 

public school teacher, so that she had the required background for 

-tutoring Bobby, as well as the understanding and love required to deal 

with Bobby• s particular situation. At sixty-five, she was warm-

hearted, youthfully white~haired, and lmowledgeable--a mainstay for 

every member of the Br.vant family• Sho accepted Bobby as her particular 

charge. 

The Bryant 1s house, a white, two-story fra.'118 structure, was in a 

middle class neighborhood. It was about sixty years old, It had an 

elusive sort of charm in both its outside and indoor appointments. 

Set on a large lot, it was surrounded by trees and shrubs which soften-

ed its severe lines. It was located on a much traveled street, but 
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there was ample space around it since the adjacent lot was vacant. 

Since the Br.rant home was near Mr. Bryant's place of work, the family 

had no car. 
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SUBJECT: Verne Trennell (M, 7-5) 
TDAEt June 21, 1951; 7t00 A.M.-9:32 P.M. 

Verne Trennell was a sovenyear, five-months-old day student at 

the Lmvton Foundation. He was a pleasant-featured boy with unusual'.cy' 

roeyi cheeks. He had straw-colored hair, a few strands of .which often 

hung over his forehead. Verne wore plastic-framed glasses to corr-:ect 

his crossed eyes. He walked with Canadian-type crutches. ·His gait on 

these crutches was fascinating. ·Rather than placing tho two crutches 

on the ground and swinging his body between them, Verne used the 

crutches as extensions to his arms and walked with a four-legged gait. 

He chopped along when he was in a hurry, using his arms, extended by 

the crutches, as extra legs. 

Verne had been a day student at the Foundation for almost two years, 
·1 

and had made aucb progress in school that he expected to start as a 

second-grader in a parochial school the next fall. 

Although his range of activities was restricted by the crutches, 

Verne was. 11all boy" in his. interests. He was lmown around the Fou11dation 

as stubborn and a great tease, but one got the impression that he was 

well liked b1 the · staff members who worked with him. 

He was born on· January 30, 1944, and was recognized immediately as 

not being a normal· child. He was operated on during his first day of 

life. The diagnosis taken from the report of a general physical ex-

amination o:t Verne, in September, 1949, was as .follows: ttNeurogenic 

bladder, probab4'" of gypotonic type, resulting from the congenital 

anomaly Spina· Bifida". Verne's physical condition at the time of 
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entrance to the Foundation was complicated by several i'eatures. The 

rathe:~· large appeat~ce · of his head appeared in the physical examination 

as a·· slight bydroc~phaly~ His eye--sight was ·impaired b1 an internal 

strabismus. · A grade two ·systo~ic .murmur was noticed in the 'heart-ex-. 

amination·;. A slightq enlarged abdomen was noted, as wen· as un-

descended testicles~ 

Due to neural damage, .Verne's legs ·were partially paralized am he 

had no bladder· ccntrol. fie was forced,· therefore, to wear a rubber. 

urinal strapped ·to his right· leg~ A rubber ·.tube fit rather t'ightly over 
the end 0£ .his penis and drained into the rubber· bladder •.. The £ami4r 

and the Foundation 'Staff worked bard ·to teach -Verne to empty this ·urinal 

ever:, two hours·. · However., since he had no sensitivity to the apparatus, 

he was inolined·to forget it and allow it to overflow. The rubber tube 

caused recumnt ·1ntections a~ourid the' glans penis. He had been circum-

cised to help correct this condition, but there had been no noticeable 

improvement. 

Verne•s general health had been good., aside from the usual childhood 

diseasesl · measles, chickenpax., and scarlet fever. 

On week-days Verne was at the Lawton Foundation from 8130 A.Ji. to 

3:30 P.M. · On Sundays he went to Church and Sunday School with his parents. 
' 

Verne had won a pe'rrect attendance pin the previous year •. The Trennell 

family said grace at meals and had daily devotions. 

Verne played around the neighborhood and seemed to get.along rather 

well with children there, though he was sometitnes lei't behind, unable 

to keep up with them. He liked to color and read story books from school, 
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especially- during the winter months, but enjoyed play-ing outside when 

the weather permitted. 

Verne's fami'.cy' consisted or two older sisters, one younger sister, 

and his rather and mother. They lived in a working class suburb or 

Capitol C_ity. 

Mr. Trennell, a quiet, gentle appearing man in his middle thirties, 

worked at an •industrial plant in Capitol City as an inspector. He was 

a member of his union's Executive Council, and was chief steward or the 

union at the plant. WorJr.ing in an essential industry prevented Mr. 

Trennell from being called into military service. He was a member of i:he 

achool board at the Lutheran School .Association and Superintendent of 

the Lutheran Sunday School. He encouraged Verne to help him repair the 
I ., . . 

car, to fix th~s about the house, and .to be as independent as possible. . . 

Verne•s mother was a slender, talkative, rather anxious-looking 

woman in her middle thirties. She was neat and well groomed. She did 

her own housework, sewed £or the girls ani canned fruits ani vegetables 

from the garden. She was''active in the Church where she was a member 

of the choir and taught a Sunday School class. Yrs. Trennell and her 

husband had worked close'.cy- together in their effort to give Verne the 

care his handicap demanded. Necessarily, however, the main responsibility-

or his care was hers. However, Mr. Trennell often took over when he was 

home. 

Verne's oldest sister, Sarah·, worked as a carhop at a drive-in 

restaurant in the afternoons and evenings. Two sisters, Sherlyne, nine, 

and Saralee, five, were at home. Verne played considerably ,vith Saralee. 



Cuddles, a Fox terrier, belonged to Verne and was his close 

companion. The Trennells described how wide-eyed and happy Verne 

had been when Cuddles was given to him. 
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The Trennells owned a house which was located in the east part 

of Capitol City, on a dirt road in a section where the houses were 

spaced rather far apart. Almost every house in neighborhood had a 

garden, as did the Trennells. The house appeared to be in moderately 

good repair. 'It was a white, frame house made up of a kitchen; living 

room, bedroom, and bathroom. An additional room was being repaired as 
. . 

the girls' bedroom;_ meanwhile, the girls• bed was in the living rootn~ 

The lawn and vegetable garden were moderately well kept. 'There was a 

large area of play space in the yard. 

The family owned a 1940 Chevrolet which was in good repair, and a 

1935 Pontiac, which the father used to go to and from work. 
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